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ABSTRACT 
 

 Elevator is an important vertical transportation system in Singapore as a highly urbanized 

country with limited geographical land. There are about 79.9% of the residents are staying in high-

rise building. With population gradually increasing each year, due to limited land, more and more 

high-rise building is being built to accommodate the increased in population. Thus, elevator 

services becoming more and more important. However, more and more elevator in residential 

building has been plaguing with malfunctioning and erratic behavior which causes injuries or even 

death. This has led to tightening of elevator inspection and maintenance for public safety. The 

current inspection method involves labor intensive manual inspection, which compromises the 

safety of the inspector and causes delay in down time. In this thesis, the design and development 

of an 3D visual elevator shaft inspection system concept is proposed, which has potential to 

improve the yield and speeds up the elevator shaft inspection process. The proposed system is a 

scanning system that can be hoisted down the elevator shaft via pully system to capture the 3D and 

2D information of the elevator shaft, which eventually be used for offsite inspection. A prototype 

is built, and it is tested in a hallway simulated as a vertical elevator shaft. It is found out that the 

proposed concept method is technically feasible for elevator shaft inspection with added benefits, 

however there are some improvement that can be made before full deployment for real operation.
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Singapore is a small and urbanized island country in Southeast Asia, located between 

peninsular Malaysia and Indonesia. Although Singapore has almost zero natural resources as 

compared to neighbor countries, Singapore relies on exports to survive. Since 1965, the economy 

of Singapore has been growing rapidly as compared to its neighbor and become one of the strongest 

in terms of economy growth in Southeast Asia. With the rapid growth in economy, the relative 

Singapore currency exchange rate to its neighbor has also been increasing since then. Due to its 

strong currency, a lot of foreigners from China, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, etc. are attracted 

to Singapore to make a living back to their home country. Most of them are registered as Singapore 

Permanent Resident or even obtained Singapore Citizenship to settle down in Singapore. As such, 

Singapore total population has also been increasing gradually in the last decades. According to 

Singapore Department of Statistics, the total population in year 2017 has reached 5.6123 million, 

with 1.26 million of resident households in year 2016[1]. Due to limited geographical land, 

Housing and Development Board (HDB) who manages public housing in Singapore has built and 

provided a lot of low cost apartment for resident households. In 2017, there is around 79.9% of 

resident households live in HDB apartment[1]. As such, elevator as a vertical transportation has 

become important in high-rise landscape. Today, there are a total of more than 60000 passenger 

elevators in Singapore[2]. 
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Figure 1: Type of dwelling by resident household in Singapore[1]. 

However, the malfunctioning and erratic behavior of elevators across HDB apartment has 

been plaguing the community of Singapore in the past recent years. Erratic behavior such as jerking 

motion, sudden raise and drops, malfunction elevators doors has been occurred throughout the 

HDB apartment elevators especially the old ones. Such events have caused minor injury, major 

injury such as severing limb and even death. These spates of elevators malfunctioning have led to 

tightening of maintenance and safety regulations of elevators by Building and Construction 

Authority (BCA)[3-9]. According to our industrial partner, E M Services Pte Ltd (EMS) who 

manages over 9 Town Councils in Singapore, the current inspection of elevator shaft is carried out 

directly inside the elevator shaft by inspection workers using traditional tools and gadgets. The 

traditional ways of elevator shaft inspection are time consuming which causes delays in elevator 

down time. Besides, there is also workplace safety hazard when one must climb into elevator shaft 

to perform inspection. To improve the yield and speed up the elevator shaft inspection process, 

and to reduce the workplace hazards encountered by the inspection workers, EMS has been looking 

for solutions to achieve such objective. 
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1.2 Objective and Scope 

According to EMS, they are seeking for solutions in 2 aspects of inspection, pre-installation 

inspection and post-installation inspections. In pre-installation inspection, the measurement of 

verticality/uprightness of elevator shaft is required before installing elevator during building 

construction. The measurement of the verticality of the elevator shaft is to ensure the walls are 

aligned to each other in an acceptable range, such that the elevator can be installed safely and with 

ease. It has a direct correlation with the elevator operation in terms of reduction in friction and 

wear and tear issue. On the other hand, the post-installation inspection is to check for any 

abnormality in the shaft, such that maintenance can be perform as soon as possible to minimize 

the occurrence of the malfunctioning and erratic behavior of the elevator which compromises the 

safety of residents. 

The objective of this project is to develop an elevator shaft inspection system that can measure 

verticality of elevator shaft in pre-installation inspection, and to improve and speed up the 

traditional method of post-installation inspection with the consideration of workplace safety of 

inspection workers. 

1.3 Thesis Chapter Organization 

This thesis shows a new innovative way to carry out elevator shaft inspection which can 

improve upon the current traditional inspection method. Multiple tasks are being done 

systematically in this thesis in order to complete the work. The results of each tasks are carried 

forward to the next task. The flowchart of the tasks in systematic order can be seen in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Flowchart of tasks being done in this thesis. 

Chapter 2 introduces the principle of elevator, defects that can be found in elevator and pass 

researches on elevator monitoring and inspection. At the end of Chapter 2, a brief proposed method 

for elevator shaft inspection is discussed. Chapter 3 discusses the theory and methodology of each 

tasks in order as shown in Figure 2, while Chapter 4 presents the results and discussions of each 

task in order. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with future works follow up for improvement. 
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2 Literature Review 

 

2.1 Introduction to Elevator 

Elevator can be categorized into few types with different hoisting mechanism. In Singapore, 

4 types of elevator can be found, traction system, hydraulic system, pneumatic system and 

climbing system[10].  

Traction system uses electric motor to roll the rope attached to the elevator to allow ascend 

and descend of the elevator car, like a pulley system. Hydraulic system uses hydraulic power to 

push the piston attached to the elevator car in a cylinder to raise the car, while opening the valve 

in the cylinder to remove hydraulic fluid allows the car to descend by its own weight. Pneumatic 

system uses vacuum power which is located on the top of the car to move the elevator up, while 

opening the valve the pressurized the shaft enables the elevator car to descend by its own weight. 

Climbing system has its own propulsion system to move the car up and down. The propulsion 

system can be in form of electrical engine or combustion engine. 

According to EMS, most of the elevators they are servicing in Singapore HDB apartment 

and high-rise building are powered by traction system. In this section, traction type elevator is 

further discussed. 

2.1.1 Traction Elevator 

Traction type elevator can be categorized into 2 sub categories, machine-room traction 

elevator and machine-room-less traction elevator. Machine-room traction elevator has a dedicated 

room at the top of the elevator shaft for control panel and motors, while Machine-room-less 

traction elevator does not have dedicated room for control panel and motor. They are instead 
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usually installed in the hoistway. One of the advantages of machine-room-less elevator compared 

to machine-room elevator is space saving as they don’t require space for machine room. However, 

the downside is that it is harder to maintain as the control panel and motor is harder to reach as 

compare to machine-room elevator. As reported by EMS, machine-room-less and machine-room 

traction elevator are used in low-rise and high-rise building they are serving respectively. 

The traction system of the traction elevator can be categorized into geared and gearless 

traction system. In geared traction system, the traction sheave is attached to a speed reduction gear 

box. The gear box is then drove by a motor which turns drive the traction sheave to move the 

elevator. In gearless traction system, the traction sheave is directly connected to the motor. The 

motor is then drove the traction sheave to move the elevator without going through speed reduction 

gear box. One of the advantages of geared traction system is that it requires less powerful motor 

to turn the traction sheave. Geared traction elevator usually operates at 125 to 500 feet per minute 

and used to carry heavy load. On the other hand, the gearless traction elevator is more efficient 

than geared traction system due to the absent of reduction gear. Gearless traction elevator usually 

operates at higher speed of up to 2000 feet per minute and usually found in high rise building. 

Geared and gearless traction system can be found on both machine-room and machine-room-less 

traction elevator, but gearless traction system with smaller size motor is usually found in machine-

room-less traction elevator due to compact size. 

In all the cases, they operate with the same principle. One end of the hoist ropes is attached 

to the elevator car, looped around the traction sheave, and the other end of the hoist ropes is 

attached to a counterweight. The friction between the groove in the traction sheave and the hoist 

ropes allows the transmission of lift force to the elevator. The weight of the elevator and 

counterweight ensures the hoist ropes to sit in the groove of the traction sheave[11]. When the 
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motor turns, the elevator goes up and counterweight goes down on their own rails, and vice-versa. 

The counterweight usually weighs around the weight of the elevator car plus 40% of the car 

capacity load[12]. The counterweight balances the both end of the traction sheave to ease the motor 

to raise and lower the elevator car, hence reduces the amount of energy needed to drive the motor. 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show a simple diagram and detailed diagram of a traction elevator 

respectively. 

 

Figure 3: Simple working diagram of a traction elevator. 
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Figure 4: Detailed diagram of a gearless machine-room traction elevator[13]. 

2.1.2 Elevator Defects 

Elevator is a complex system which consists of numerous number of components which 

works in tandem such that the elevator can operate normally. One fault in one component can lead 

to catastrophic failure to the whole elevator system. Figure 5 shows the common operational defect 

which can be found in elevator system[14]. 

To prevent catastrophic failure which leads to elevator accidents, early sign of any defect 

in any of the components must be readily detected and responds correspondingly. One of the 

biggest enemies to the elevator is rust or corrosion. Corrosion weakens the structural strength of 

the material and causes early failure under load such as breakage of elevator rope[15]. Figure 6 

shows the corrosion in elevator rope[16]. Besides, water stain is also a bad indicator of the health 

of the elevator shaft as it shows sign of water leakage occurs in the system. Water leakage is bad 
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for elevator shaft, it can cause electrical short circuit, flooding in elevator pit, etc. It also creates 

moist environment which promotes the growth of mold and corrosion in elevator structure[17, 18]. 

Figure 7 shows water leakage in elevator shaft[19]. 

The above mentioned are only some of the examples of early defects that can occur in 

elevator shaft. There are still many different early defects which can be detected before failure 

occurs. 

 

Figure 5: Operational defects in elevator system. 

 

Figure 6: Corroded elevator rope. 
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Figure 7: Water leakage in elevator shaft. 

2.1.3 Traditional Elevator Shaft Inspection and Maintenance 

According to EMS, currently the inspection is done via manual labor. The elevator 

technicians must work inside the elevator shaft during the inspection and maintenance. The 

elevator technicians carry out the inspection of the components in the elevator shaft by riding on 

top of the elevator car. The elevator car is then move slowly along the hoistway such that the whole 

elevator shaft can be inspected. Figure 8 shows the technicians carry our inspections by riding on 

top of elevator car. 

 

Figure 8: Technicians carry out inspection of elevator shaft on top of elevator car. 
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However, there are some problems and challenges encountered with the current traditional 

method of elevator inspection and maintenance. According to survey on Singapore industry 

players[14], one of the problems and challenges is the lack of elevator inspection and maintenance 

reports from the technicians. In their routine elevator inspection and maintenance, neither the 

detailed descriptions or photos of system’s fault are recorded, rendering difficulty in achieving 

agreement between building managers and contractors in case of replacing faulty components. 

Besides, limited availability of skilled manpower and lack of knowledgeable manpower is also 

one of the problems. As the elevator is a very specialized system, there are limited qualified 

technicians in the market according to the survey. Oftentimes, the technicians are lacking 

knowledge in detecting the early sign of wearing of elevator components in the elevator shaft. 

Furthermore, the manual inspection of elevator shaft is time consuming and in result causes long 

downtime. As a country full of high-rise building where elevator is a necessary form of vertical 

transport, long outage of elevator is not preferable as it impedes the ability for the people to travel 

along the building. Last but not least, the safety of the technicians who will be working in elevator 

shaft are compromised. Other than accidents encountered by elevator passengers, there are also 

reports on elevator accident during maintenance and inspection. According to the Centre of 

Construction Research and Training (CPWR), with limited access to US Bureau of Labor Statistics 

CFOI Research File, 1992-2009, there was approximately 263 deaths while working in or near 

elevator[20]. The death and injuries of workers in elevator can be traced to one of the factors 

including electric shock, struck by components in elevator, falling, caught between objects, 

asphyxiation, etc.[21] 
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2.1.4 Verticality of Elevator Shaft and Elevator Guide Rail 

Verticality of a structure is important in building especially for high rise building. This also 

applies to elevator shaft. Before installing elevator, the verticality of the elevator shaft is being 

investigated as verticality is the main parameter to ensure safe and stable elevator operation. The 

verticality of the elevator shaft directly affects verticality of the elevator guide rail after installation. 

Verticality error in guide rail causes vibration and wear and tear to the elevator car. It also affect 

the comfort and stability of the elevator operation[22]. 

The traditional way of inspecting the verticality of the elevator shaft and guide rail is also 

done manually. A plumb line or plummet with weight attached at the end is hanged by the wall or 

guide rail on higher level like a pendulum. The inspector then measures the deviation of the wall 

or guide rail from the plumb line directly using measuring tape or ruler[22, 23]. Such manual labor 

method is time consuming, less efficient, and prone to error. It also compromises the safety of the 

inspector as the inspector must go into the elevator shaft to do measurement. 

 

Figure 9: Plumb line hanging by the elevator shaft wall for verticality measurement[23]. 
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2.2 Past Research on Elevator Monitoring and Inspection 

2.2.1 Maintenance Inspection 

Due to rapid development of elevator industry, new methods concerning elevator 

maintenance inspection become more concerned. There are several researchers have proposed 

several different methods on improving the monitoring and inspection system of elevator. 

P. Seung-Tae et al. has proposed a risk-based inspection for effective elevator 

maintenance[24]. The risk-based inspection utilizes the combination of the probability of the 

components failure based on statistics and the consequences of such component failure occur to 

systematically decide the next step for elevator failure risk reduction. It is evaluated by using 

Korean disaster and failure statistic data, and the outcome states that it offers an effective method 

for elevator maintenance. The author only describes the approach to decide the following actions 

for maintenance, however he does not describe the method to monitor the elevator systems. 

 Several researchers have proposed using wireless sensor network (WSN) or Internet of 

Things (IoT) method to monitor the condition of the elevator system[25-29]. E. Dawei et al., Z. 

Xiangqun, F. Qizhi et al. and T. Shuilin et al. proposed remote elevator monitoring system based 

on embedded sensor system and wireless communication system such as GPRS, ZIGBEE, etc. I. 

Skog et al. proposed using a non-invasive, low-cost wireless sensor node to remotely monitor 

condition of the elevator. With the information such as temperature, vibration, speed, acceleration, 

noise, etc. collected by the WSN, the condition of the elevator can be determined remotely. Such 

method allows remotely monitor the condition of elevator system in real time, however it does not 

produce a direct result on the condition of the elevator. Moreover, the WSN cannot detect the early 

sign of defect such as water seepage, rust, etc. Such defect can only be detected during visual 

inspection. 
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 There are researchers who implemented the use of robotics and computer vision to 

automate the elevator inspection. Y. Orhan et al. has developed a system based on image 

processing for detection of wear in elevator guide rail[30]. The author uses cameras to capture the 

image of the guide rail and perform image processing to detect the wear on the guide rail. Although 

the monitoring system can monitor in real time, the cameras are fixed onto the elevator car, looking 

only at the guide rail, hence it is unable to monitor other parts of the elevator system. Such method 

also requires installation of additional infrastructure onto elevator, which is usually undesirable. 

H. K. Tsun et al. has proposed the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to visual inspect 

elevator rope[31]. The author uses visual based navigation and control to detect, track and inspect 

the elevator rope with UAV with camera and light source onboard autonomously. Figure 10 shows 

the small-scale experiment on UAV elevator rope inspection using Parrot AR Drone done by the 

author. Using drone for inspection in elevator shaft is very flexible as it does not require extra 

infrastructure. However, elevator shaft with low light condition, unpredictable air turbulence and 

narrow area poses challenges for the drone to navigate. Furthermore, there is a risk where the drone 

might damage the property if it is out of control. 

 

Figure 10: Small scale experiment on UAV autonomous elevator rope inspection. 
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2.2.2 Verticality Inspection 

Due to rapid development in elevator industry, new method concerning verticality of 

elevator shaft and guide rail is becoming more concerned. Several researchers have proposed 

several methods to improve the measuring and detection process. 

L. Wenang et al. has developed an autonomous climbing robot that climbs along the guide 

rail. The climbing robot is equipped with laser to measure the linearity of the guide rail[32]. Y. 

Yifeng et al. has developed a system that is also moving along the guide rail but powered by traction 

system[22]. The system is equipped with tilt sensors and acceleration sensor to detect the 

verticality, straightness and step deviation of the guide rail based on the vibration and tilt angle 

obtained. Both methods have yields more efficient and better accuracy than traditional method. 

However, the components inside the elevator, i.e. the guide rail must be used to move the systems, 

which is usually undesirable for external object to in contact with the components. N. Naoaki et 

al. has proposed a method to estimate the deformation in guide rail by measuring operational 

acceleration data[33] by attaching acceleration sensor onto the elevator car. The down side of this 

method is it can only be implemented after installing the elevator into the shaft, which is good for 

maintenance inspection. 

K. Ludovit has evaluated the use of terrestrial laser scanner to measure the verticality of 

elevator shaft[23]. The author scans the elevator shaft by using TLS Leica ScanStation C10 to 

perform 3D scanning from the bottom of the elevator shaft. It is reported that the use of laser 

scanner is able to speed up the in-situ work and also it is accurate enough for verticality 

measurement. 
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Figure 11: TLS Leica ScanStation C10 performing 3D scanning from the bottom of the elevator shaft. 

2.3 Proposed Method for Elevator Shaft Inspection 

The proposed method for elevator shaft inspection will be discussed in this section. The 

proposed method will serve two functions, inspect the condition of elevator shaft and inspect the 

verticality of the elevator shaft. 

In this project, a prototype scanning system will be developed for elevator shaft inspection. 

The scanning system consists of cameras and Light Detection and Ranging system (LIDAR). The 

cameras are used to capture the images around the elevator shaft for visual inspection, while the 

LIDAR is used to capture the 3D space or point clouds of the elevator shaft space. The scanning 

system will be delivered into the elevator shaft by using hoisting mechanism such as motorized 

pulley system or by attaching at the bottom of moving elevator car. Figure 12 shows the illustration 

of the proposed method for elevator shaft inspection. The scanning system captures the 2D and 3D 

information of the surrounding elevator shaft while it is being lowered or raised by the hoisting 

mechanism. After capturing 2D and 3D information, post processing is performed to construct the 

3D structure of the elevator shaft and to stitch the 2D images together with the 3D point clouds. 

After post processing, the result of the product will be used for analysis of the condition of the 

elevator shaft. Additional sensors or equipment will also be installed onto the scanning system 

such that it is able to work as intended such as local light source to lit up the elevator shaft for the 
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camera to capture properly, inertial measurement unit (IMU) for localization in the elevator shaft, 

etc. 

 

Figure 12: Illustration of the prototype scanning system for elevator shaft inspection. 

The 2D images is used for visual inspection like the traditional inspection to seek for early 

sign of defects or anomalies in the elevator shaft manually. Image processing or artificial 

intelligence (AI) detection can be performed to automate and speed up the visual inspection 

process. The 3D point cloud is used for verticality inspection. By importing the 3D point cloud 

into commercial-off-the-shelf software (COTS) such as CloudCompare, etc., the geometrical 

dimension of the elevator shaft can be determined. The 3D point clouds can also be used to 

generate Building Information Modelling (BIM) 3D model of the elevator. Besides, the 3D point 

cloud can provide added layer of 3D detailed information on top of 2D images for better 

representation of the elevator shaft for further analysis. This study only evaluates the feasibility of 

using such scanning system for maintenance and verticality inspection, further analysis of defect 

in elevator shaft is not discussed. 
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3 Theory and Methodology 

 

3.1 Localization of Scanning System in Elevator Shaft 

3.1.1 Introduction 

This section concerns about the localization of the scanning system in the elevator shaft. 

Localization is important in robotics such that it can establish its own position and orientation 

within its frame of reference. With a proper localization, the robot can perform obstacle avoidance, 

path planning and in this case, map building. 

 To achieve a good localization, sensors are used to determine the internal state and external 

state of the robot. Internal state sensors are used for control of the internal states of the robot such 

as acceleration, velocity, etc. Example of internal state sensors are accelerometer, gyroscope, 

encoders, etc. External state sensors are used to perceive the surrounding of the robots and react 

intelligently. Example of external state sensors are camera, laser range finder, global positioning 

system (GPS), etc. The selection of these sensors is dependent to the environment as not all the 

sensors are able to perform in every situation. For instances, GPS can provide global position of 

the robot, however it cannot work in and indoor environment like inside the elevator shaft. Hence, 

sensors other than GPS such as vision-based positioning sensor must be used to replace GPS. Most 

of the time, multiple sensors are fused together and used simultaneously for state estimation in 

robotics. Fusing multiple sensors allows the increase in reliability of sensors and reduction in 

uncertainty thus increase the accuracy of state estimation. 
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In this section, the methodology for designing and developing of the inspection scanning 

system will be discussed. A simulated environment experiment for localization testing of the 

scanning system will also be discussed. 

3.1.2 Robotic Operating System (ROS) 

ROS is an open source, middleware for robotic system. It is not an operating system, rather 

it provides a structured communications layer above the host operating system of a heterogenous 

computer cluster[34]. It provides services such as hardware abstraction, low-level device control, 

implementation of commonly used functionality, message-passing between processes and package 

management[35]. The main client of ROS is written in C++, Python and Lisp programming 

languages. It is adapted towards UNIX-like system due to heavily dependent to large collections 

of open source software dependencies. Hence, it is widely supported on Ubuntu Linux. ROS has 

been widely used in a lot of research and commercial platform due to its flexibility in development 

such as TurtleBot, Pioneer 3-DX, ABB Manipulators, etc. In year 2012, National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (NASA) has used ROS to power Robonaut 2, a humanoid robot on 

International Space Station (ISS)[36]. 

ROS is built around peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture that are loosely coupled with ROS 

communication infrastructure. Each component, sensor and computer in an ROS P2P network can 

communicate between each other directly, synchronously or asynchronously. The basic 

communication concepts of ROS are Nodes, Topics, Services, Messages and Master. Nodes are 

processes that perform computation. One robot usually contains several Nodes, such as one node 

controls wheel motor, one node control localization, one node control path planning, one node 

control camera, etc. Each of these Nodes upon initialization, it will register itself to Master. Master 

provides name registration and lookup to Nodes such that they can find each other in the network 
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to communicate. Topics are streams of data with a unique name. Nodes can send out and receive 

data by publishing and subscribing to the Topics respectively. By publishing and subscribing to 

the Topics, the Nodes can communicate asynchronously. Messages is a data structure used in ROS 

that is sent through Topics. For instances, sensor_msgs/LaserScan is data structure for 2D laser 

scanner. Services is a request-reply type communication in ROS, where the Nodes can 

communicate synchronously between them. Figure 13 shows a simple ROS communication 

diagram for a ground robot with laser scanner capable of perform mapping and path planning. 

 

Figure 13: ROS communication diagram for a simple ground robot with laser scanner capable of perform mapping and path 

planning. 

 ROS has built in several tools that can aid in robotic development. For examples, rviz 

allows visualization of large varieties of datatypes, such as images from camera, point clouds from 

laser scanner, position of robot in space, trajectories of robots, etc. rqt tools has built in different 

tools for visualization such as rqt_graph to show Nodes tree, rqt_plot for graph plotting of 
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datatypes such as velocity with respect to time, etc. rosbag allows recording of all the Topics for 

later use such as post processing, etc. 

 There is abundance of software libraries in ROS repository that are maintained by the ROS 

community. They comprise of researchers around the world who programmed their research 

algorithm for ROS as an open source software for the public to use such as Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithm, manufacturer who programmed driver of their 

product for ROS usage such as camera driver, etc. The abundance of open source software in ROS 

allows flexibility for the developers to integrate hardware and software algorithm together with 

minimal effort. 

 In this project, ROS will be used for the development of the scanning system for elevator 

shaft inspection. The required software libraries that can be found in ROS repository that are well 

maintained will be used to the greatest extend to minimize the effort to rewrite a new driver or 

algorithm. 

3.1.3 Kalman Filter (KF) 

KF is an efficient filter for states estimations in a linear dynamic system from sequence of 

noisy measurement data. It was proposed by R. E. Kalman in 1960 for a recursive solution to the 

discrete data linear filtering problem[37]. Since then, due to rapid advancement in digital 

computing, KF has been extensively research and applied in many applications such as navigation, 

tracking, image processing, etc. In this case, KF is also used in multiple sensors fusion for pose 

estimation in robotics. 

The formulation and algorithm of KF is widely known[38-40]. The equation of KF cycle fall 

into two groups, time update equations and measurement update equations. In time update 
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equations, KF predicts into future the current state and error covariance estimates to obtain 

estimates for the next measurement update time step. In measurement update equations, KF 

incorporates new measurement into the previous predicted estimates to obtain improved estimates 

for the next cycle. Time update is also called prediction update, while measurement update is also 

called correction update.  

3.1.3.1 KF Correction Update 

KF model assumes the state at time k + 1 is grew from time k. Given a system represented 

as a linear discrete stochastic process, the state space model can be represented as the following 

equation. 

 𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝐴𝑥𝑘 + 𝐵𝑢𝑘 + 𝑤𝑘 ( 1 ) 

Where x is m state vector, A is m * m state transition matrix from time k to time k + 1, B is m * p 

input transition matrix from time k to time k + 1, u is p input vector, w is process noise vector. 

 The measurement model can be represented as the following equation. 

 𝑧𝑘 = 𝐻𝑥𝑘 + 𝑣𝑘 ( 2 ) 

Where z is n measurement vector, H is n * m measurement matrix, v is measurement noise vector. 

 w and v are assumed to be uncorrelated, zero mean, white Gaussian noise with covariance 

Q and R respectively. 

 𝑄 = 𝐸(𝑤𝑘𝑤𝑘
𝑇) ( 3 ) 

 𝑅 = 𝐸(𝑣𝑘𝑣𝑘
𝑇) ( 4 ) 

Where E(x) denotes expectation of x. 

The error between the actual and estimated state can be defined as follows. 
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 �̃�𝑘+1 = 𝑥𝑘+1 − �̂�𝑘+1 ( 5 ) 

Where �̃� is the estimated state error, x is the actual state, �̂� is the estimated state. 

The estimated state at time k + 1, �̂�𝑘+1 is written as the linear combination of estimated 

state at time k, �̂�𝑘  and the difference between an actual measurement, 𝑧𝑘  and predicted 

measurement, 𝐻�̂�𝑘, with Kalman gain, 𝐾𝑘. 

 �̂�𝑘+1 = �̂�𝑘 + 𝐾𝑘(𝑧𝑘 − 𝐻�̂�𝑘) ( 6 ) 

The covariance of the estimated state error, 𝑃𝑘+1 can be written as follows. 

 𝑃𝑘+1 = 𝐸(�̃�𝑘+1�̃�𝑘+1
𝑇) ( 7 ) 

The Kalman gain, 𝐾𝑘 is chosen such that the covariance of the estimated state error, 𝑃𝑘+1 

is to be minimized. To calculate for suitable 𝐾𝑘, equation ( 6 ) is first substituted into equation ( 5 ). 

After that, the result is substituted into equation ( 7 ). By taking derivative of the result of 𝑃𝑘+1 

with respect to 𝐾𝑘 and equating it to zero, 𝐾𝑘 for minimizing 𝑃𝑘+1 can be obtained as follows. 

 𝐾𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘𝐻
𝑇(𝐻𝑃𝑘𝐻

𝑇 + 𝑅)−1 ( 8 ) 

 By substituting equation ( 8 ) back to derived equation ( 7 ) from the previous step, 𝑃𝑘+1 

can be obtained as follows. 

 𝑃𝑘+1 = (𝐼 − 𝐾𝑘𝐻)𝑃𝑘 ( 9 ) 

3.1.3.2 KF Prediction Update 

In prediction update, the state space model is as follows. 

 𝑥𝑘 = 𝐴𝑥𝑘−1 + 𝐵𝑢𝑘−1 + 𝑤𝑘 ( 10 ) 

The predicted estimated state, �̂�𝑘 can be written as follows. 
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 �̂�𝑘 = 𝐴�̂�𝑘−1 + 𝐵𝑢𝑘−1 ( 11 ) 

 Hence, the estimated error between the actual and predicted estimated state, �̃�𝑘  and 

covariance of the estimated predicted error, 𝑃𝑘 can be written as such. 

 �̃�𝑘 = 𝑥𝑘 − �̂�𝑘 ( 12 ) 

 𝑃𝑘 = 𝐸(�̃�𝑘�̃�𝑘
𝑇) ( 13 ) 

 By substituting equation ( 10 ) and equation ( 11 ) into equation ( 12 ), then substitutes the 

result into equation ( 13 ), 𝑃𝑘 can be obtained as follows. 

 𝑃𝑘 =  𝐴𝑃𝑘−1𝐴
𝑇 + 𝑄 ( 14 ) 

3.1.3.3 KF State Estimation Cycle 

As a summary, the KF is first fed with user input initial estimated state, �̂�𝑘−1 and initial 

error covariance, 𝑃𝑘−1 into prediction update equations to obtain predicted estimated state, �̂�𝑘 and 

predicted error covariance, 𝑃𝑘. �̂�𝑘 and 𝑃𝑘 are then fed into correction update equations to obtain 

Kalman gain, 𝐾𝑘 , and subsequently update the estimated state, �̂�𝑘+1  and improved error 

covariance, 𝑃𝑘+1. �̂�𝑘+1 and 𝑃𝑘+1 are then fed into next KF loop cycle to complete the recursive 

filter. Figure 14 shows the summarize diagram for KF loop cycle algorithm. 
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Figure 14: Summarized KF loop cycle algorithm. 

3.1.3.4 Extension of KF for Nonlinear Model System 

KF can be used as state estimator when the process system is linear. However, most of the 

system in real life is nonlinear, and it is not optimal to use KF as state estimator. Since then, the 

extension of the KF has been sought, such as Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)[41, 42]. EKF is the 

most commonly approach when dealing with nonlinear system. In EKF, all the nonlinear model is 

first linearized with first order Taylor series approximation, after that the linearized model is 

applied to traditional KF. 

3.1.3.4.1 EKF Formulation 

The implementation of EKF is same as KF, except that Jacobian matrices of the nonlinear 

model is needed to be calculated at each step to determine the linearized model. The nonlinear 

state equation and measurement equation can be written as follows. 

 𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑘, 𝑢𝑘, 𝑤𝑘) ( 15 ) 
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 𝑧𝑘 = ℎ(𝑥𝑘, 𝑣𝑘) ( 16 ) 

Where f is the function of 𝑥𝑘, 𝑢𝑘 and 𝑤𝑘, h is the function of 𝑥𝑘 and 𝑣𝑘. 

 Hence the time update and measurement update equations can be written as follows. 

Time update equations, 

 �̂�𝑘 = 𝑓(�̂�𝑘−1, 𝑢𝑘−1, 0) ( 17 ) 

 

 𝑃𝑘 = 𝐴𝑘−1𝑃𝑘−1𝐴𝑘−1
𝑇 +𝑊𝑘−1𝑄𝑊𝑘−1

𝑇 ( 18 ) 

Measurement update equations, 

 𝐾𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘𝐻𝑘
𝑇(𝐻𝑘𝑃𝑘𝐻𝑘

𝑇 + 𝑉𝑘𝑅𝑉𝑘
𝑇)
−1

 
( 19 ) 

 �̂�𝑘+1 = �̂�𝑘 + 𝐾𝑘(𝑧𝑘 − ℎ(�̂�𝑘, 0)) ( 20 ) 

 𝑃𝑘+1 = (𝐼 − 𝐾𝑘𝐻𝑘)𝑃𝑘 ( 21 ) 

Where A is Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of f with respect to x, W is Jacobian matrix of 

partial derivatives of f with respect to w, H is Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of h with 

respect to x, V is Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of h with respect to v. 

 
𝐴𝑘−1 =

𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑥
(�̂�𝑘−1, 𝑢𝑘−1, 0) 

( 22 ) 

 
𝑊𝑘−1 =

𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑤
(�̂�𝑘−1, 𝑢𝑘−1, 0) 

( 23 ) 

 
𝐻𝑘 =

𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑥
(�̂�𝑘, 0) 

( 24 ) 

 
𝑉𝑘 =

𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑣
(�̂�𝑘, 0) 

( 25 ) 

Figure 15 shows the summarize diagram for EKF loop cycle algorithm. 
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Figure 15: Summarized EKF loop cycle algorithm. 

3.1.3.5 Summary 

Due to the drawback of KF on nonlinear system, EKF has been used in many applications 

which exhibit nonlinear behavior. In this project, EKF is used to fuse multiple sensors on the 

scanning system for elevator shaft inspection to obtain a better state approximation. 

3.1.4 Hardware Devices and Setup 

In this section, the hardware devices and setup that are going to be used for elevator shaft 

inspection will be discussed. The hardware devices that are chosen are ROS compatible to save 

development time and to eliminate the needs to write a new ROS interface driver program for the 

hardware. 

3.1.4.1 Hardware Devices 

Table 1 shows the list of the hardware devices and corresponding description used in the 

scanning system. 
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Hardware Device Description 

 
Perceptin Ironsides (PIRVS) 

stereo camera 

• Used as stereo visual inertial odometry sensor for 

pose estimation. 

• Equipped with 2 global shutter 640 by 480 pixels 

RGB image sensor with 133° by 100° field of view 

(FOV) fisheye lens. It can capture images at 60 

frame per seconds (fps). 

• Equipped with IMU 6 axis inertial measurement unit 

(IMU) sensor which able to output data at 200 Hz. 

• Comes with proprietary SLAM algorithm based on 

EKF image points feature based optical flow tightly 

coupled with IMU[43]. 

 
MTi-7-DK IMU sensor 

• Used as IMU sensor for pose estimation. 

• Equipped with accelerometer, gyroscope, 

magnetometer, barometer and GNSS with maximum 

inertial data output rate of up to 800 Hz. 

• Built in proprietary sensor fusion algorithm XKF3 

for orientation estimation. 

 
RPLIDAR A2M8 laser 

scanner 

• Used as laser scanner for 3D mapping. 

• Omnidirectional 2D laser scanner with maximum 8 

m detecting range. 

• Measuring resolution of 0.5 mm when detecting 

range is less than 1.5 m, and 1 % for range beyond 

1.5 m. 

• Nominal scanning rate of 10 Hz and maximum 

sampling rate of 8000 Hz. 

• Uses laser triangulation method to measure range. 

• Because the elevator shaft is rectilinear in height 

wise planar, the shape of the shaft is virtually similar 

in height wise planar regardless of the altitude, the 

laser scanner is also used for 2D planar pose 

estimation. 

 
TeraRanger Evo 60 m 

• Used as relative altitude sensor for pose estimation. 

• Measuring range of up to 60 m with resolution of 0.5 

cm when the range is less than 14 m, and 1.5 % for 

range beyond 14 m. 

• Range data output rate of up to 240 Hz. 

• Uses 2° FOV LED based time-of-flight (TOF) 

technology to measure range. 
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Hardware Device Description 

 
Intel NUC7i7BNH 

• Used as host computer. 

• Core i7 processor, 16 GB RAM, 256 GB M.2 SATA 

SSD storage. 

• Comes with 4 USB 3.0 ports and 1 Thunderbolt 3 

port for expansion via dongle. 

• Linux Mint 18.3 Sylvia 64-bit is chosen as OS which 

is compatible with ROS Kinetic. 

 
Xiao Mi Wi-Fi Youth edition 

router 

• Used as communication node to control the host 

computer via remote desktop. 

• Comes with 2 LAN port and 802.11 a/b/g/n 2.4 GHz 

Wi-Fi. 

 
BX-DD90M-19V DC-DC 

power adapter 

• Used to power host computer. 

• Accept input voltage from 9 V to 17 V. 

• Output maximum power of 90 W at 19 V. 

 
5V DC-DC USB adapter 

• Used to power USB powered devices such as 

Ironsides stereo camera and Xiao Mi router. 

•  Accept input voltage of 8 V to 24 V. 

• Output maximum power of 15 W at 5 V. 

Table 1: List of hardware devices and corresponding description that is used in the scanning system. The more detailed 

specification of these hardware can be found in Appendix A to E. 

3.1.4.2 Hardware Setup 

 

Figure 16: Mounting frame. 
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To mount all the sensors and devices properly, a customized mounting frame is fabricated 

and assembled as shown in Figure 16. The supports of the mounting frames are made of 20 mm 

by 20 mm aluminum extruded frames. A few 3 mm thick acrylic sheets are laser cut and bolted 

onto the aluminum frames to mount the sensors and other hardware devices. 3D printed mounting 

supports and enclosure are also fabricated for all the sensors to mount onto the acrylic sheet. The 

drawing and dimension of these mounting supports can be found in Appendix G. 

As shown in Figure 17, RPLIDAR A2M8 laser scanner is mounted vertically on the front 

of the mounting frame such that it can capture the 3D laser scan data around the system while it is 

moving along the rotation axis of the laser scanner. The TeraRanger Evo 60m range finder sensor 

is mounted on the front below the laser scanner such that it can measure the relative altitude from 

the ground. The MTi-7-DK IMU sensor is mounted upside down on the back of the mounting 

frame. The Ironsides stereo camera is mounted at 45ׄ° tilted behind the laser scanner. The stereo 

camera is tilted instead of facing forward such that it can obtain more robust features on the wall 

rather than rely on faraway features or objects for more accurate pose estimation[44]. The Intel 

NUC7i7BNH computer is mounted under the stereo camera with the provided VESA mounting 

plate, while the rest of the devices such as the DC-DC regulator, router and 3 cell Lithium Polymer 

(LiPo) battery are mounted on the back of the mounting frame. 
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Figure 17: Hardware setup on the mounting frame. 

All the sensors are connected to the computer via USB interface. RPLIDAR A2M8 laser 

scanner, MTi-7-DK IMU sensor and TeraRanger Evo 60m range finder sensor do not consume 

high power, hence the power from the USB 3.0 ports on the computer are sufficient to power these 

sensors. Ironsides stereo camera and the router consumes higher power than the USB 3.0 power 

standard, hence they are powered via external 5V DC-DC regulator. The computer is powered by 

the BX-DD90M-19V DC-DC power adapter. Both DC-DC regulator and adapter are powered by 

a 3 cell LiPo battery. The computer of the scanning system is connected to the router via LAN 

cable, and a remote computer is used to control the computer wirelessly via the Wi-Fi through the 

router. Figure 18 shows the schematic of the hardware connection among the hardware sensors 

and devices. 
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Figure 18: Hardware connection schematics of the scanning system. 

3.1.5 Software Setup 

In this section, the ROS software setup for the scanning system is discussed. Most of the 

software driver for the sensors is available online on open source platform, and they are used in 

setting up the software. Slight modification of software driver is made to obtain the required output 

from the sensor to achieve the needs for the system. 

3.1.5.1 Transformation 

In order for the scanning systems to work properly, the placement of the sensors must be 

known to obtain accurate pose estimation. The relationship between the coordinate frames of 

robot’s base and the sensors can be maintained by using the built-in transformation library called 

tf2[45]. tf2 allows user to keep track of multiple frames over the time and allows user to transform 

between two coordinate frames at any time. In ROS, the coordinate frame complies with right hand 
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rule, with x as forward, y as left, and z as upward on a typical body. For camera devices, x points 

to the right, y points downward and z points forward of the camera optical lens. 

The transformations between the base of the scanning system to the sensors frame are 

published using the static_transform_publisher node included in the tf2 package. It publishes static 

coordinate transform between a parent frame to child frame using x/y/z offset from parent frame 

in meters and then quaternion for orientation about the child frame. The following matrices are the 

transformation matrices between the base of the scanning system and the sensors setup on the 

static_transform_publisher. The base of the scanning system is fixed on the RPLIDAR A2M8 

laser scanner coordinate frame. 

 

𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 = (

0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

) 

( 26 ) 

 

𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑚𝑡𝑖 = (

1 0 0 −0.30272
0 −1 0 0.0051
0 0 −1 0.07671
0 0 0 1

) 

( 27 ) 

 

𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 = (

0 0 1 −0.15869
−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0.04686
0 0 0 1

) 

( 28 ) 

 

𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘
𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎_𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 = (

1 0 0 0
0 0.7071068 −0.7071068 0
0 0.7071068 0.7071068 0
0 0 0 1

) 

( 29 ) 

Where 𝑇𝑎
𝑏 denotes transformation from frame a to frame b, base is the frame attached to the base 

of the scanning system, laser is the frame attached on the RPLIDAR A2M8 laser scanner, mti is 

the frame attached on the MTi-7-DK IMU, camera_link is the camera axis frame attached on the 

Ironsides stereo camera but the orientation is aligned with the gravity (i.e. y axis of camera_link 
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pointing towards the earth gravity) and camera_optical_link is the frame attached on the Ironsides 

stereo camera. 

 

Figure 19: Visualization of the placement of the coordinate frame of the sensors. 

3.1.5.2 Ironsides Stereo Camera Odometry 

The odometry data of Ironsides stereo camera can be obtained using the provided ROS 

library by the developer called pirvs_ros[46]. It contains stereo_camera_node for stereo image 

visualization, depth_camera_node for depth visualization and slam_node for SLAM data. By 

default, the slam_node reports the odometry of the stereo camera with corresponding covariance 

from odometry frame with ROS camera axis convention with y aligned with gravity (x right, y 

down, z forward), to the camera_optical_link. The default odometry data does not consider the 

offset from the base frame, which is required for KF pose estimation. The original slam_node is 

slightly modified to output the odometry data which takes the offset of camera_optical_link from 

base into account from odometry frame with ROS robot axis convention (x forward, y left, z up), 
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to the base frame. A detailed illustration regarding on the original and modified odometry reporting 

message can be seen in Figure 20. The odometry of the scanning system with stereo camera offset 

considered can be calculated using the following equation. 

 𝑂𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑦𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑚
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑀(𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘

𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎_𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘)
−1

 
( 30 ) 

Where M is the original odometry measurement from slam_node. 

 

Figure 20: Odometry reporting message. (a) Original odometry reporting message by the ROS node, odometry frame complies 

ROS camera axis convention and it is fixed to the earth, camera_optical_link complies ROS camera axis convention and it is 

fixed to the camera; (b) Odometry reporting message by the modified ROS node, odometry frame complies ROS robot axis 

convention  and it is fixed to the earth, base frame complies robot axis convention, camera_optical_link complies ROS camera 

axis convention  and it is fixed to the camera, and it is statically fixed to the base frame. 

3.1.5.3 MTi-7-DK Inertial Measurement 

The inertial measurement from MTi-7-DK IMU sensor can be obtained by using the 

provided ROS library called xsens_driver[47]. It contains mtnode.py node which can output 

inertial data from the IMU sensor. The output of the inertial data can be configured using MT 
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Manager software provided by the developer. For this application, the following inertial data is 

configured as output from the IMU sensor. 

Output Inertial Data Output Rate (Hz) 

Orientation in quaternion 100 

Acceleration (m/s2) 100 

Angular velocity (rad/s) 100 

Table 2: MTi-7-DK IMU sensor inertial data output and output rate. 

 The orientation in quaternion, acceleration, and angular velocity are output in a grouped 

data with the same timestamp. The 800 Hz high rate acceleration and angular velocity output is 

not chosen because the high rate settings outputs both inertial raw data separately without time 

synchronization and the data is unprocessed. Thus, the high rate data output consists of noisier 

data. By default, the mtnode.py node outputs the orientation, acceleration and angular velocity 

together in a single ROS IMU message at 100 Hz, hence it will be used directly for KF pose 

estimation.  

 However, mtnode.py node does not output the covariance for the IMU inertial data, which 

is required in KF pose estimation. Hence, mtnode.py node is slightly modified to include the 

covariance matrix into the IMU message. To obtain the covariance of acceleration and angular 

velocity, the acceleration and angular velocity inertial data are recorded for 20 s while the IMU 

sensor is in stationary. The recorded inertial data sample is then used to compute the variance of 

each sensor axis using the following equation. 

 
𝜎2 =

∑(𝑥 − �̅�)2

𝑛
 

( 31 ) 

Where 𝜎2 is variance, 𝑥 is the sample data, �̅� is the sample mean and 𝑛 is number of sample data. 

 The variance calculated from the recorded sample data is as follows. 
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Inertial Data Variance 

X acceleration 5.86 * 10-5 

Y acceleration 8.24 * 10-5 

Z acceleration 1.61 * 10-4 

X angular velocity 7.47 * 10-7 

Y angular velocity 9.47 * 10-7 

Z angular velocity 7.15 * 10-7 
Table 3: Variance calculated from stationary MTi-7-DK inertial data. 

 For orientation, the variance is obtained by squaring the dynamic accuracy of the 

orientation based on the specification sheet. For acceleration and angular velocity, the variance of 

each axis of the sensors is chosen using the largest variance obtained from the corresponding 

sensors. Hence, the covariance matrices for acceleration, angular velocity and orientation are as 

follows. 

 
𝜎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
2 = (

2 ∗ 10−4 0 0
0 2 ∗ 10−4 0
0 0 2 ∗ 10−4

) 

( 32 ) 

 
𝜎𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
2 = (

10 ∗ 10−7 0 0
0 10 ∗ 10−7 0
0 0 10 ∗ 10−7

) 

( 33 ) 

 
𝜎𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
2 = (

6.85 ∗ 10−4 0 0
0 6.85 ∗ 10−4 0
0 0 6.85 ∗ 10−4

) 

( 34 ) 

 Although the inertial output is factory calibrated, there are biases inherited in the 

acceleration and angular velocity output. Hence, manual calibration of IMU is performed to 

minimize the biases in the measurement value. The calibrated output of acceleration and angular 

velocity can be calculated as follows. 

 

(

𝑎𝑥_𝑐
𝑎𝑦_𝑐
𝑎𝑧_𝑐

) = (

𝑠𝑥_𝑎 0 0

0 𝑠𝑦_𝑎 0

0 0 𝑠𝑧_𝑎

)((

𝑎𝑥
𝑎𝑦
𝑎𝑧
) − (

𝑛𝑥_𝑎
𝑛𝑦_𝑎
𝑛𝑧_𝑎

)) 

( 35 ) 
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(

𝑔𝑥_𝑐
𝑔𝑦_𝑐
𝑔𝑧_𝑐

) = (

𝑔𝑥
𝑔𝑦
𝑔𝑧
) − (

𝑛𝑥_𝑔
𝑛𝑦_𝑔
𝑛𝑧_𝑔

) 

( 36 ) 

Where 𝑎𝑖_𝑐  and 𝑔𝑖_𝑐  are the calibrated output of ith axis of accelerometer and gyroscope 

respectively, 𝑎𝑖  and 𝑔𝑖  are the raw sensor output of ith axis of accelerometer and gyroscope 

respectively, 𝑠𝑖_𝑎 is scale factor of ith axis of accelerometer, 𝑛𝑖_𝑎 and 𝑛𝑖_𝑔 are the neutral value of 

ith axis of accelerometer and gyroscope respectively. 

 The scale factor and neutral value sets is required to obtain the calibrated output. To 

calculate for the scale factor and neutral value, 6 sets of IMU data is recorded and saved into a .csv 

file. Each set of the data is recorded at different sensor orientation for 10 s at stationary as such, 

1. Sensor Z-axis pointing up (away from gravity) 

2. Sensor Z-axis pointing down (towards gravity) 

3. Sensor Y-axis pointing up 

4. Sensor Y-axis pointing down 

5. Sensor X-axis pointing up 

6. Sensor X-axis pointing down 

𝑛𝑥_𝑔, 𝑛𝑥_𝑔 and 𝑛𝑥_𝑔 can be obtained by just taking the average value of all gyroscope output of 

each axis from all the 6 data sets. 

 For accelerometer calibration parameters, when IMU is at stationary, equation ( 35 ) can 

be derived as follows. 

 

𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟
𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙

(
0
0

9.80655
) = (

𝑠𝑥_𝑎 0 0

0 𝑠𝑦_𝑎 0

0 0 𝑠𝑧_𝑎

)((

𝑎𝑥
𝑎𝑦
𝑎𝑧
) − (

𝑛𝑥_𝑎
𝑛𝑦_𝑎
𝑛𝑧_𝑎

)) 

( 37 ) 

Where 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟
𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙

 is the transformation from sensor to earth. 
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 By taking the norm, the following equation is obtained. 

 9.806552 = (𝑠𝑥𝑎(𝑎𝑥 − 𝑛𝑥𝑎))
2 + (𝑠𝑦𝑎(𝑎𝑦 − 𝑛𝑦𝑎))

2 + (𝑠𝑧𝑎(𝑎𝑧 − 𝑛𝑧𝑎))
2 ( 38 ) 

 𝐸(𝑥) = 9.806552 − (𝑠𝑥𝑎(𝑎𝑥 − 𝑛𝑥𝑎))
2 − (𝑠𝑦𝑎(𝑎𝑦 − 𝑛𝑦𝑎))

2 − (𝑠𝑧𝑎(𝑎𝑧 − 𝑛𝑧𝑎))
2 ( 39 ) 

 Hence, to solve for scale factors and neutral values, non-linear least square method is used 

with the input from the recorded acceleration data and 𝐸(𝑥) as the error equation. The calculation 

is done using optimize.leastsq function from scipy library, which uses Levenberg-Marquardt 

method. The calibration parameters are saved into a .yaml file. A node is created to load the 

calibration .yaml file to perform calculation using equation ( 35 ) and ( 36 ), and output calibrated 

IMU inertial values. The calibration parameters and the result of calibration process are shown in 

Table 4 and the following figures respectively. 

Calibration Parameters Value 

𝒔𝒙_𝒂 1.00431341 

𝒔𝒚_𝒂 1.00201743 

𝒔𝒛_𝒂 1.00248661 

𝒏𝒙_𝒂 0.00378134 

𝒏𝒚_𝒂 0.00496966 

𝒏𝒛_𝒂 0.12045878 

𝒏𝒙_𝒈 0.00183175 

𝒏𝒚_𝒈 0.00140294 

𝒏𝒛_𝒈 -0.00014891 
Table 4: IMU calibration parameters. 
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Figure 21: Accelerometer output before and after calibration (Red: Z-axis, green: Y-axis, blue: X-axis). 

 

Figure 22: Resultant acceleration before and after calibration. 
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Figure 23: X-axis gyroscope output before and after calibration. 

 

Figure 24: Y-axis gyroscope output before and after calibration. 
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Figure 25: Z-axis gyroscope output before and after calibration. 

3.1.5.4 RPLIDAR A2M8 Laser Scan Data and Planar Position 

The laser scan data from RPLIDAR A2M8 can be obtained using the provided ROS library 

called rplidar_ros[48]. It contains rplidarNode node which outputs laser scan message from the 

sensor. By default, the scanning rate of the laser scanner is set at 10 Hz, and the sampling rate is 

set at 4000 Hz. The scanning rate and sampling rate can be adjusted as parameter value in 

rplidarNode node. For this application scanning rate is set as default of 10 Hz, while the sampling 

rate is set at 8000 Hz to obtain more scan point per rotation in order to get denser point cloud for 

better 3D mapping. 

The 2D planar position of the scanning system is estimated using laser_scan_matcher 

library[49, 50]. laser_scan_matcher intakes scan data from 2D laser scanner to estimate the planar 

position of a robot incrementally. It implements high speed point-to-line metric Iterative Closes 

Point (ICP) algorithm between each consecutive laser scan frame to estimate the position. To speed 

up the scan prediction, it allows user to input IMU data into the computation. It will only take the 
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yaw element of the IMU sensor data for computation to speed up the rotation prediction. To 

achieve this, imu_transformer library is used to transform the IMU data from mti frame to laser 

frame such that the IMU data is reported in laser frame to feed into laser_scan_matcher for planar 

pose estimation[51]. laser_scan_matcher outputs position from odometry frame to base frame in 

form of PoseWithCovarianceStamped ROS message. However, a proper computed covariance is 

not included and have to set manually for KF pose estimation. The configuration of the covariance 

and the rest of the settings for laser_scan_matcher will be discussed in a later section. 

3.1.5.5 TeraRanger Evo 60m Range Data 

The range data from TeraRanger Evo 60m range finder can be obtained using the provided 

ROS library called teraranger[52]. It consists of several nodes for different sensor model, evo, duo 

and one. evo node is used to obtain the range data from Evo 60m sensor. 

By default, the node output the range data in Range ROS message. The range message does 

not compensate for tilting of the scanning system. This may cause wrong output of relative altitude 

of the scanning system when it is tilted. To compensate for tilting, a new node is created to output 

tilt compensated altitude. The tilt compensated altitude is calculated using the following equation. 

 𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑅𝑅𝐼𝑀𝑈⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗. 𝐺  ( 40 ) 

Where R is the measured range data from the sensor, 𝑅𝐼𝑀𝑈⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ is the orientation vector of the axis 

where the range sensor is aligned with IMU. In this case, the range sensor is measuring the range 

in the x axis direction of the MTi-7-DK IMU sensor, hence 𝑅𝐼𝑀𝑈⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ is equal to the first column of 

the orientation matrix measured by the IMU sensor. 𝐺  is gravitational unit vector, which is equal 

to 0𝑖̂ + 0𝑗̂ − 1�̂�. 
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 Due to the KF library does not accept Range ROS message for pose estimation, a new node 

is created to convert the Range message to PoseWithCovarianceStamped message which is 

acceptable by the KF library. The altitude pose of the scanning system is reported from odometry 

frame to the base frame. The pose value is set to equal to the range value reported by the tilt 

compensated sensor value, and the variance of the pose which is required for KF pose estimation 

is based on the accuracy of the sensor obtained from the specification sheet and can be calculated 

as follows. 

 
𝜎𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒
2 = {

0.0016, 𝑅 < 14
(0.015𝑅)2, 𝑅 ≥ 14

 
( 41 ) 

3.1.5.6 Pose Estimation 

robot_localization library which is available in ROS repository is used for pose estimation 

of the scanning system in this project[53, 54]. robot_localization is a collection of non-linear state 

estimation nodes developed by Charles River Analytics. It consists of ekf_localization_node which 

implements EKF for non-linear state estimation of robot moving in 3D space. It also provides 

navsat_transform_node which aids in integration of GPS data for state estimation, however it is 

not used in this project. 

 This library supports arbitrary number of input sources for sensor fusion to feed into the 

state estimator. It supports multiple types of ROS message, such as Odometry, Imu, 

PoseWithCovarianceStamped and TwistWithcovarianceStamped. It also allows the user to 

configure the input of sensor to the state estimator. By using Boolean matrix, the users can 

configure whether to include or exclude multiple data reported by the sensor to be included into 

the state estimator. Process noise covariance is exposed to the user as parameter allows fine tuning 

of the performance state estimator. It has also a parameter setting for every sensor input called 
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differential which allows to convert absolute pose data into velocity for prediction. 

robot_localization keeps track of 15-dimensional state of the robot 𝑋. The 15 robot states and the 

transfer function for EKF are as follows. 

 𝑋𝑘 = 𝐴𝑋𝑘−1 +𝑊𝑘−1 ( 42 ) 

Where, 

 𝐶𝑟 = cos(𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙) ( 43 ) 

 𝐶𝑝 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ) ( 44 ) 

 𝐶𝑦 = cos(𝑦𝑎𝑤) ( 45 ) 

 𝑆𝑟 = sin(𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙) ( 46 ) 

 𝑆𝑝 = sin(𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ) ( 47 ) 

 𝑆𝑦 = sin(𝑦𝑎𝑤) ( 48 ) 

 

𝑅 = (

𝐶𝑝𝐶𝑦 𝑆𝑟𝑆𝑝𝐶𝑦 − 𝐶𝑟𝑆𝑦 𝐶𝑟𝑆𝑝𝐶𝑦 + 𝑆𝑟𝑆𝑦
𝐶𝑝𝑆𝑦 𝑆𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑆𝑦 + 𝐶𝑟𝐶𝑦 𝐶𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑆𝑦 − 𝑆𝑟𝐶𝑦
−𝑆𝑝 𝑆𝑟𝐶𝑝 𝐶𝑟𝐶𝑝

) ( 49 ) 

 

𝑋𝑘 =

(

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ
𝑦𝑎𝑤
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙̇

𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ̇

𝑦𝑎𝑤̇
�̈�
�̈�
�̈� )

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝑘

 ( 50 ) 
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𝐴 =

(

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 0 0 0 0 0 𝑅11𝑡 𝑅12𝑡 𝑅13𝑡 0 0 0

1

2
𝑅11𝑡

2
1

2
𝑅12𝑡

2
1

2
𝑅13𝑡

2

0 1 0 0 0 0 𝑅21𝑡 𝑅22𝑡 𝑅23𝑡 0 0 0
1

2
𝑅21𝑡

2
1

2
𝑅22𝑡

2
1

2
𝑅23𝑡

2

0 0 1 0 0 0 𝑅31𝑡 𝑅32𝑡 𝑅33𝑡 0 0 0
1

2
𝑅31𝑡

2
1

2
𝑅32𝑡

2
1

2
𝑅33𝑡

2

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 𝑅11𝑡 𝑅12𝑡 𝑅13𝑡 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 𝑅21𝑡 𝑅22𝑡 𝑅23𝑡 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 𝑅31𝑡 𝑅32𝑡 𝑅33𝑡 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 𝑡 𝑡 𝑡
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 𝑡 𝑡 𝑡
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 𝑡 𝑡 𝑡
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 )

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ( 51 ) 

Where 𝑅𝑖𝑗 is the element of matrix 𝑅 at ith row, jth column, 𝑡 is timestep. 

 robot_localization takes into account of the placement of the sensor by listening the 

transformation message published by tf2. Hence, the setup for transformation of the sensor from 

the base frame of the robot is important. robot_localization outputs odometry data and 

transformation message from odom frame to base frame. odom frame is a world fixed odometry 

frame where the pose of the robot or base frame is reported. The configuration of 

robot_localization for state estimation of the scanning system will be further discussed in the next 

section. 

3.1.6 Experiment 

In this section, the procedure of the experiment for scanning system localization is discussed. 

In general, the localization of the scanning system is done offline. All the sensors data are first 

recorded via rosbag into .bag files, then the .bag file is used in post processing for offline 

localization. This method can eliminate the needs for in-situ run to save time, and the .bag file can 

be used repeatedly for different post processing. 
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3.1.6.1 Experiment Testbed 

Due to inaccessible to an elevator shaft at the time of experiment, a long rectilinear office 

hallway corridor is used as a testbed for the localization experiment. The corridor is almost 

rectilinearly rectangular in lengthwise planar with minimum dynamic changes in features that 

cause significant change in planar shape. The corridor is about 1.8 m widthwise, 8 m lengthwise 

and 2.7 m height wise. These features make the corridor suitable to be simulated as an elevator 

shaft but in horizontal orientation. Figure 26 shows the hallway corridor that is used as the testbed 

for this experiment. A pair of tripods holding a long rod to hang a piece of reflective cloth is placed 

at the end of the corridor to simulate the ground base of the elevator shaft such that TeraRanger 

Evo 60m ranger finder can measure the “altitude” of the scanning system relative to the “ground”. 

 

Figure 26: Office hallway corridor to simulate elevator shaft as testbed. 

 To deliver the scanning system down the corridor, P3DX mobile robot is used as the mobile 

platform. The P3DX mobile robot comes with SICK LMS100 270° indoor LIDAR laser scanner, 
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which allows P3DX mobile robot to perform accurate indoor navigation, localization and mapping. 

The scanning system is mounted on top of SICK LIDAR on P3DX using 3M Dual-Lock fastener 

as shown in Figure 27. Such mounting position gives us the transformation matrix for tf2 setup 

from the SICK LIDAR to the base frame of the scanning system as follows. 

 

𝑇𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟_𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = (

1 0 0 0.0813
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0.15558
0 0 0 1

) 

( 52 ) 

Where laser_frame is the frame attached to the SICK LMS100 LIDAR. 

To use P3DX mobile robot, a host computer with USB connection is required to act as a 

server for the robot. As such, the computer on the scanning system is used as a host computer for 

P3DX. An ROS library is developed by P3DX developer called rosarnl¸ which allows the user to 

use P3DX in ROS environment[55]. rosarnl contains a node called rosarnl_node which acts as 

server node for P3DX. rosarnl_node uses the input from SICK LIDAR and wheel odometry to 

localized P3DX against a known map using Monte Carlo particle filter based localization method. 

The node publishes static transform from base_link frame which is the base of P3DX mobile robot 

to laser_frame. It also publishes transform from map frame which is attached to the known map 

to base_link frame in accordance to the location of the mobile robot in the known map. Hence, the 

location transform publishes by rosarnl_node is used as ground truth for the scanning system as 

reference. As for the client to control the P3DX mobile robot, a proprietary software called 

MobileEyes which is developed by the same developer is used. MobileEyes allows the user to 

configure and control P3DX mobile robot remotely via Wi-Fi. 
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Figure 27: Scanning system mounted on P3DX mobile robot. 

3.1.6.2 Experiment Procedure 

The corridor is first pre-mapped using P3DX mobile robot provided LIDAR mapping 

software to create a known 2D map for rosarnl_node prior to the experiment. This is done by 

running arnlServer server program on the host computer connected to P3DX and using MobileEyes 

client remotely to drive the mobile robot along the corridor. This will create a .2d file which can 

be edited and processed using the provided software called Mapper3 to generate .map file which 

can be loaded into the rosarnl_node as a known map. Two goal points Start and End is added to 

the map at the starting and ending point of the corridor respectively such that the mobile robot can 

navigate and drive autonomously between these two points without manual driving. Figure 28 

shows the 2D map of the corridor generated by Mapper3 as seen on MobileEyes client. 
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Figure 28: 2D map generated from Mapper3, as seen on MobileEyes. The red circle represents the location of the mobile robot 

on the known 2D map. 

 To start the scanning of the corridor, rosarnl_node is first run using rosrun command to 

turn on the server for P3DX mobile robot. MobileEyes on a remote computer is then connected to 

the rosarnl_node server. The mobile robot with the scanning system mounted on is first driven to 

the Start point using MobileEyes. The maximum translation velocity of the mobile robot is set to 

200 mm/s via MobileEyes client. 

 A launch file is created to allow running multiple nodes using single command. The launch 

file consists of rplidarNode node to run RPLIDAR A2M8 laser scanner, slam_node_2 node which 

is the modified version of the original slam_node node to run PIRVS Ironsides stereo camera, 

mtnode.py node to run MTi-7-DK IMU sensor, evo node to run TeraRanger Evo 60m range finder 

and tf2_static_publisher.py node to publish static tf2 transforms for all the frames. In 
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tf2_static_publisher.py, 𝑇𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟_𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 , 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘
𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎_𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘

, 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑚𝑡𝑖 , 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟  and 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑝
𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑚 

are published. 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑝
𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑚 is the transform from map frame to odom frame, where odom is the odometry 

frame where the position of the scanning system frame is reported to. 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑝
𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑚 is equal to initial 

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑝
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 when the mobile robot is on the Start point. The odom frame will be used as reference frame 

to report the position of the scanning system base frame for localization analysis. Figure 29 and 

Figure 30 show the ROS computation graph and frame transforms tree generated from rqt_graph 

and rqt_tf_tree respectively. After the launch file is executed using roslaunch command, recording 

of all the topics is started using rosbag record command. Subsequently, P3DX mobile robot is 

commanded to move to End point via MobileEyes client autonomously as shown in Figure 31 and 

Figure 32. The rosbag recording is stopped upon arrival to the End point, and a .bag files is 

generated that contains all the topics recorded during the scanning phase. 

 

Figure 29: ROS computational graph as seen on rqt_graph. Oval represents nodes, rectangular box represents namespace, 

arrow represents topic messages flow direction. 
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Figure 30: Transforms tree of all sensors and robot frames as shown in rqt_tf_tree. 
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Figure 31: Mobile robot moving to the End point autonomously as shown in MobileEyes client GUI software. The blue line 

represents the calculated path on the map by MobileEyes for the mobile robot to move from Start to End. 

 

Figure 32: Mobile robots moving to the End point in real world. 
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 After .bag is recorded, a launch file is created to run all the necessary nodes for post 

processing to obtain the trajectories of the system. use_sim_time ROS parameter is set to true such 

that the process uses the clock in the recorded bag file instead of the current time. imu_calibrated 

node reads the IMU calibration parameter file and publishes the calibrated IMU message. 

imu_transformer_node node transforms the calibrated IMU message from IMU sensor frame mti 

to RPLIDAR laser scanner frame laser using imu_transformer library[51]. The purpose of this 

transformation is to facilitate laser_scan_matcher to read the IMU message because it only accepts 

the yaw or z-axis angular velocity data in IMU message. laser_scan_matcher_node node reads the 

laser scan message from laser scanner and IMU message from transformed calibrated IMU 

message and publishes position of the system in PoseWithCovarianceStamped message. Three 

parameters in this node are considered as variable to tune the performance of the pose estimation, 

i.e. outliers_maxPerc, position_covariance and orientation_covariance. outliers_maxPerc is the 

percentage of correspondences to be considered, i.e. 0.9 means always discard the top 10% of 

correspondence with more error. position_covariance and orientation_covariance are the values 

of the diagonal covariance matrices of position and orientation. tilt_compensated_altitude node 

reads calibrated IMU message and range message from TeraRanger altitude sensor and publishes 

tilt compensated altitude. In this case, since the experiment in performed on simulated horizontal 

hallway instead of vertical elevator shaft, the gravitational vector 𝐺  is set to be parallel with the 

scanning direction,  1𝑖̂ + 0𝑗̂ + 0�̂�. altitude_pose node converts the tilt compensated altitude range 

message to position message, PoseWithCovarianceStamped such that the altitude data can be 

accepted by robot_localization library. ekf_localization_node node is the EKF computation node 

from robot_localization library for pose estimation. It reads all the sensor data and publishes 

position of the system in Odometry message. There are a few key parameters that can be adjusted 
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in the localization node. [sensor]_config is the Boolean matrix which allows user to specify which 

variables from the sensor message should be included for estimation. [sensor]_differential allows 

sensor pose variables to be integrated differentially, means convert sensor pose into velocity. 

[sensor]_relative allows the sensor data to be fused relative to the first measurement. 

process_noise_covariance allows the user to set the process noise for fine tuning. 

initial_estimate_covariance allows the user to set the initial estimated covariance for initialization. 

tf2_publisher node reads the Odometry message from stereo camera and robot_localization and 

publishes the transform of the system from odom frame to the corresponding base frame. 

path_generator node publishes the trajectory of all corresponding base frame for visualization in 

rviz. Finally, extract_tf node extracts the trajectory of each corresponding base frame (ground truth 

position, visual inertial position and EKF position) as .txt file for later analysis. Figure 33 shows 

the ROS computational graph for post processing. 
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Figure 33: ROS computation graph as shown in rqt_graph GUI for post processing nodes. Oval is the node, inner box is topic 

and outer box is namespace. 
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3.2 3D Map Generation 

3.2.1 Introduction 

This section describes the generation of 3D map for the hallway which simulated the elevator 

shaft horizontally. With proper localization, the scanning system can build a 3D map out of the 

scanning planar area using the vertical mounted laser scanner. The scanning system builds up the 

vertical 2D omnidirectional laser scan layer by layer while the scanning system is moving forward 

and finally form a 3D map. The 3D map is generated in the form of point clouds. The point clouds 

can then be post-processed into 3D model, BIM model, etc. The point clouds can also be used for 

inspection such as point clouds metrology, surface quality, crack inspection, etc. Point clouds add 

new layer of 3D information into 2D image for visual inspection which improve the efficiency, 

accuracy, quality and confidence of the inspection. 

 In this section, the methodology of generating the 3D map of the hallway is discussed. The 

generated 3D map is compared with the real world dimensions to compute the accuracy of the 3D 

map generated. 

3.2.2 Smoothening of Scanning System Path Trajectory 

The trajectory output of the scanning system by EKF localization with baseline configuration 

from previous section’s result is chosen to be used for 3D map generation. However, the trajectory 

output by EKF localization contains spikes which may cause degradation in quality of the 3D map 

generated. To minimize the spikes, the trajectory is filtered via low pass filter offline to smoothen 

the trajectory. 

 A first order Butterworth low pass digital filter with cutoff frequency of 1 Hz normalized 

at 30 Hz is used to filter out the spikes in the trajectory. The filter is then applied via forward-
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backward filtering or zero phase filtering to smoothen the trajectory without introducing time lag. 

This can be done via butter and filtfilt functions from scipy.signal library. To perform the filtering, 

first the odometry or trajectory output by the EKF localization node of the whole scanning process 

is extracted. After that, the trajectory is filtered by the low pass filter. The filtered trajectory is then 

converted to ROS transformation message from odom frame to base frame, tfMessage with the 

associated timestamp. The transformation message is then saved into a new .bag file using rosbag 

API. The laser scan message by the RPLIDAR A2M8 laser scanner from the original .bag file is 

also extracted and saved together with the transformation message into the new .bag file. Figure 

34 to Figure 36 show the raw and the filtered trajectory of the EKF localization output. One can 

see that the filtered trajectory minimized the sudden jumps or spikes while retaining the low 

frequency locomotion and rotation. 

 

Figure 34: Raw and filtered absolute trajectory output by EKF localization computation. 
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Figure 35: Raw and filtered absolute translation output by EKF localization computation. 

 

Figure 36: Raw and filtered absolute orientation output by EKF localization computation. 

3.2.3 3D Map Point Clouds Generation 

In this section, the methodology for generation of the 3D map point clouds of the hallway is 

discussed. The generated map is compared in the following section with the real world dimension 

to evaluate the accuracy of the map generated from EKF trajectory. 
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3.2.3.1 Software Setup 

To generate 3D map of the hallway, the laser scan data from the laser scanner must first be 

converted from LaserScan ROS message into PointCloud2 ROS message. After the conversion, 

the point clouds of each successive planar scans are accumulated and eventually formed 3D point 

clouds. This can be done via laser_scan_assembler node in laser_assembler library in ROS[56]. 

laser_scan_assembler subscribes to LaserScan message. These scans are projected into 3D space 

to form point clouds and then they are transformed into the fixed frame. This results in the point 

clouds to be saved into the rolling buffer. The point clouds are then assembled with a service call. 

odom frame is set as the fixed frame in laser_scan_assembler node. The parameter 

ignore_laser_skew is set to false such that the assembler will transform each individual point in 

each scan to the fixed frame to minimize the skewing effect on the laser scan due to translational 

and rotational movement. A node called cloud_assemble.py is created to periodically service call 

to the laser_scan_assembler node to assemble and publish the point clouds at the interval of 10 s. 

To save the assembled point clouds such that in can be used outside of ROS environment, 

pointcloud_to_pcd node in pcl_ros library is used[57]. pointcloud_to_pcd subscribes to a 

PointCloud2 message and convert it into .pcd file, which can be used in external software such as 

CloudCompare. The .pcd files are saved separately every time the service is called to assemble the 

point clouds. Hence, pcl_concatenate_points_pcd application which is included in pcl source code 

is used to combine all the separated files into one single point clouds file. A launch file is created 

to run these 2 nodes simultaneously. Two static transform publishers are also included in the launch 

file to publish 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑝
𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑚 and 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟  because they are not included in the newly created .bag files 

which contains only the 𝑇𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑚
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒  tfMessage and LaserScan messages. To build the 3D map, the 
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launch file is first executed following by the new .bag file. Figure 37 shows the ROS computation 

graph for 3D map generation. 

 

Figure 37: ROS computation graph for 3D map generation as seen on rqt_graph. 

3.3 Image Capture and Color Point Cloud Generation 

3.3.1 Introduction 

This section describes the panoramic 2D image capture of the hallway which simulated the 

elevator shaft horizontally and hallway 3D point cloud colorization. With 3D point cloud generated 

in the previous section’s result, it can be used for inspection such as point cloud metrology, surface 

quality, crack inspection, etc. With the 360° 2D image capture of the elevator shaft that will be 

discussed in this section, the scanning system can capture the images of the elevator shaft and it 

can cover the whole shaft wall height wise. The images captured by the scanning system can be 

used for visual inspection to inspect the surface quality, surface crack, and every other anomality 

that can be seen and inspect visually, which improves the efficiency, accuracy, quality and 

confidence of the inspection on top of the 3D point cloud. To make the 3D point cloud more 

realistic and more representative to the real world, color point cloud is required. This can be done 

by fusing the 2D captured image together with laser scanned 3D point cloud. 
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3.3.2  Panoramic 2D Image Capture 

In this section, the methodology and the result for panoramic 2D image capture of the 

hallway are discussed. 

3.3.2.1 Hardware Devices and Setup 

To capture panoramic image around the scanning system at different height in elevator shaft, 

wide angle or fisheye lens camera is required. The proposed method to achieve this is by installing 

4 wide angle or fisheye lens cameras on 4 sides of the scanning system, 90° apart from each other. 

The fisheye lens camera chosen for this application is Arducam MT9N001 with LS-81600 

lens and Arducam USB shield as shown on Figure 38. Arducam MT9N001 comes with 9 MP RGB 

rolling shutter CMOS Aptina 1/2.3” image sensor. Matched together with 2.8 mm focal length LS-

81600 fisheye lens, it gives the Arducam MT9N001 camera horizontal FOV of 120°, vertical FOV 

of 98° and diagonal FOV of 155°. The Arducam USB shield allows the camera to interface with 

the computer on the scanning system via USB cable. A more detailed specification of this camera 

set can be found on Appendix F. 

 

Figure 38: Arducam MT9N001 with LS-81600 lens and Arducam USB shield. 
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 For testing the image capturing of the scanning system in the simulated hallway, only 3 

cameras are used as one side of the scanning system is occupied for mounting to the mobile robot. 

To mount the cameras on to the scanning system, 3 laser cut 3 mm thick acrylic sheet are fabricated 

as adapter to mount the camera onto the scanning system as shown in Figure 39. The drawing and 

dimension of the acrylic sheet camera adapter can be found in Appendix G. To provide space for 

the camera, the MTi-7-DK IMU sensor is moved to other location with transformation as follows. 

 

𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑚𝑡𝑖 = (

1 0 0 −0.27172
0 −1 0 0.0051
0 0 −1 0.05371
0 0 0 1

) 

( 53 ) 

 All the 3 cameras are connected to the computer using USB cable via the Thunderbolt 3 

port with USB C to 4 x USB 3.0 hub. The cameras are powered directly by the computer via the 

USB cable as the Thunderbolt 3 has high power delivery capability. An addition 3 cell LiPo battery 

is added and connected in parallel with the previous battery to increase the total battery capacity 

for longer run time. Figure 40 shows the updated hardware connection schematic. 
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Figure 39: Hardware setup on the mounting frame with additional 3 cameras. 

 

Figure 40: Hardware connection schematics of the scanning systems with additional 3 cameras. 
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3.3.2.2 Software Setup 

The ROS software setup for the updated scanning system is the same as in previous section, 

but with additional ROS library for the Arducam MT9N001 camera and changes in transformation 

𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑚𝑡𝑖 . 

The image captured by Arducam MT9N001 via its USB shield can be obtained using the 

provided ROS library arducam_usb2_ros[58]. It consists of arducam_ros_node.py node which 

outputs the image captured by the camera continuously and arducam_trigger_ros_node.py node 

which outputs the image captured by camera via external or software trigger. Due to limited buffer 

memory on the USB shield (8 MB) which is insufficient to store 9 MP raw image data, the 

arducam_trigger_ros_node.py node does not work with MT9N001 camera. Instead, 

arducam_ros_node.py node provides capture service, which will capture the latest image available 

from the continuously captured image to another image topic when the service is called. Hence, 

arducam_ros_node.py node is used to capture the images of the hallway. 

3.3.3 Experiment 

The experiment testbed and procedure are the same as described in previous section. The same 

mobile robot P3DX is used to deliver the scanning system down the hallway. Three additional 

nodes called arducam_ros_node.py are added to the launch file to run three of the Arducam 

MT9N001 USB cameras. Instead of scanning the hallway continuously, a new node is also written 

and added to the launch file such that the scanning system will call the Arducam node capture 

service to capture images every 1 m the scanning system moved based on the reading from 

TeraRanger Evo 60m range finder. When the range finder reading indicates the scanning system 

has moved for 1 m, it triggers the mobile robot to stop moving and the scanning system to capture 

images. Once the images at that point are captured, the mobile robot continues to move forward. 
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The process is repeated until the mobile robot reaches the End point. Figure 41 shows the 

summarized flow chart of the image capturing process for the new node. This node also publishes 

topic with type UInt64 message which indicates the time in nanosecond when the images are 

captured. The purpose of the image capture time message is to correlate the position of the cameras 

in the 3D point cloud map at that time stamp from the EKF filtered trajectory.  

 

Figure 41: Flowchart for the image capturing process of the scanning system. 

Same as the procedure described in previous section, all the data is first recorded into a .bag 

files before post processing. The trajectory of the scanning system is obtained via EKF sensor 

fusion and low pass filtered as described in the previous section with default EKF and sensor 

settings. A python script is created to read the .bag files to extract the images data and image 

captured time. The extracted images are then saved to corresponding folder based on the images 

captured time. 
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3.3.4 2D RGB Images and 3D Point Cloud Fusion 

In this section, the methodology and result for fusing 2D RGB images and 3D point cloud to 

generate 3D RGB point cloud are discussed. 

3.3.4.1 Camera Calibration 

Before projecting RGB information from images to point cloud, the transformation or relative 

placement between the cameras and the laser scanner must be known. To get this transformation, 

the intrinsic parameter of the cameras must first be known. This can be done by camera calibration. 

There are 2 camera models in camera calibration, pinhole camera model and lens distortion model. 

Figure 42 shows the pinhole camera model coordinate system[59] and equation ( 54 ) to ( 56 ) 

show the pinhole camera model in camera calibration. 

 

Figure 42: Pinhole camera model coordinate system. 

 

(
𝑋𝑐
𝑌𝑐
𝑍𝑐

) = (𝑅 | 𝑡) (
𝑋𝑤
𝑌𝑤
𝑍𝑤

) 

( 54 ) 
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(
𝑥
𝑦
1
) =

1

𝑍𝑐
(

𝑋𝑐
𝑌𝑐
𝑍𝑐

) 

( 55 ) 

 
(
𝑢
𝑣
1
) = 𝐾 (

𝑥
𝑦
1
) 

( 56 ) 

In equation ( 54 ), (𝑅 | 𝑡)  is a 3 x 4 extrinsic matrix or extrinsic parameter, 

(

𝑟11 𝑟12 𝑟13 𝑡1
𝑟21 𝑟22 𝑟23 𝑡2
𝑟31 𝑟32 𝑟33 𝑡3

), which maps the points in world coordinate system (𝑋𝑤, 𝑌𝑤, 𝑍𝑤) to camera 

coordinate system (𝑋𝑐, 𝑌𝑐, 𝑍𝑐). The points in camera coordinate system is then normalized to get 

the coordinate in the image plane coordinate system (𝑥, 𝑦) which is done by equation ( 55 ). Finally, 

in equation ( 56 ), 𝐾 is the intrinsic matrix or intrinsic parameter of the camera, (
𝑓𝑥 0 𝑐𝑥
0 𝑓𝑦 𝑐𝑦
0 0 1

), 

which maps the coordinate in image plane coordinate system (𝑥, 𝑦) to pixel coordinate system (𝑢, 

𝑣). 𝑓𝑥  and 𝑓𝑦  are the focal length in x and y axis respectively, 𝑐𝑥  and 𝑐𝑦  are principal point or 

optical center of the camera in x and y axis respectively. According to Z. Zhang proposed camera 

calibration process, by observing feature points on a same planar such as checkerboard, the 

intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera can be solved using closed-form solution[60]. 

Because the lens come with the camera is not totally perfect, especially the cheap ones or 

lenses such as fisheye lens, the lens distorts the image significantly. Hence, the distortion model 

is required to accurately map the world coordinate to pixel coordinate. Equation ( 57 ) to ( 60 ) 

show the equations of applying generic lens distortion model which can be used by different type 

of lenses to map the distorted points onto image plane coordinate system[61]. 

 𝑟2 = 𝑥2 + 𝑦2 ( 57 ) 
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 𝜃 = tan−1(𝑟) ( 58 ) 

 𝜃𝑑 = 𝜃(1 + 𝑘1𝜃
2 + 𝑘2𝜃

4 + 𝑘3𝜃
6 + 𝑘4𝜃

8) ( 59 ) 

 

(
𝑥𝑑
𝑦𝑑
) = (

𝜃𝑑 (
𝑥

𝑟
)

𝜃𝑑 (
𝑦

𝑟
)
) 

( 60 ) 

Where (𝑥𝑑, 𝑦𝑑) is the coordinate of the distorted point in image plane coordinate system. Hence, 

by applying (𝑥𝑑, 𝑦𝑑) to equation ( 56 ), the true pixel coordinate of the point can be obtained. 

To solve for distortion parameter 𝑘𝑛 where n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and optimize 𝐾, 𝑅 and 𝑡, non-

linear least square method or Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm is used by minimizing equation 

( 61 ) with initial guess value of 𝐾, 𝑅 and 𝑡 from the closed-form solution method and 0 for all 

𝑘𝑛[60]. 

 
∑∑‖𝑚𝑖𝑗 − �̆�(𝐾, 𝑘1, 𝑘2, 𝑘3, 𝑘4,𝑅𝑖, 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑀𝑗)‖

2
𝑚

𝑗=0

𝑛

𝑖=0

 

( 61 ) 

Where 𝑚𝑖𝑗 is the observed point 𝑀𝑗 in image 𝑖, �̆�(𝐾, 𝑘1, 𝑘2, 𝑘3, 𝑘4,𝑅𝑖, 𝑡𝑖, 𝑀𝑗) is the projection of 

point 𝑀𝑗 in image 𝑖 according to equation ( 56 ), followed by distortion according to equation ( 60 ). 

Rather than calibrating the camera manually, there are open source software that includes 

camera calibrating tools such as OpenCV[62]. OpenCV is a cross platform programming function 

for real time computer vision. It supports wide range of computing language from C++, Python, 

Java, etc. In this work, OpenCV Python is used. 

OpenCV comes with a set of camera calibration tools which follows Z. Zhang method[60]. 

The first step of camera calibration is to capture several position of internal checkerboard corners 

in different viewing angle. This can be done by using the OpenCV function 

cv2.findChessboardCorners() as shown in Figure 43. After capturing the positions of the corners, 
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cv2.cornerSubPix() function is used to optimize the position of the captured corners. With the set 

of optimized position of checkerboard corners, cv2.fisheye.calibrate() is called to calibrate the 

camera to obtain the intrinsic parameter 𝐾  and distortion parameter 𝑘𝑛  where n = 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Equation ( 62 ) to ( 64 ) show the results of the camera calibration for 3 of the cameras and Figure 

44 shows the undistorted image after the camera calibration. 

 

𝑐𝑎𝑚0 → {
𝐾 = (

1586.644446 0.000000 1805.993570
0.000000 1600.437149 1231.266613
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

)

𝐷 = (0.027211 −0.010915  0.020443  −0.008353)

 

( 62 ) 

 

𝑐𝑎𝑚1 → {
𝐾 = (

1621.107826 0.000000 1797.662514
0.000000 1615.638652 1207.679913
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

)

𝐷 = (0.017950 −0.001574  0.014469  −0.005424)

 

( 63 ) 

 

𝑐𝑎𝑚3 → {
𝐾 = (

1603.307835 0.000000 1886.895365
0.000000 1597.988146 1235.335817
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

)

𝐷 = (−0.018166 0.075004  −0.054713  0.015506)

 

( 64 ) 

 

Figure 43: Checkerboard corners detected by OpenCV cv2.findChessboardCorners() function from one of the cameras. 
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Figure 44: (Left) Distorted image before calibration from one of the cameras; (Right) Undistorted image after calibration from 

the same camera. 

3.3.4.2 Camera LIDAR Extrinsic Calibration 

With the intrinsic parameter of the cameras obtained, the extrinsic parameter or transformation 

between the laser scanner and the camera can be calculated. The extrinsic calibration can be done 

by placing the world coordinate system on the laser scanner, such that all the laser points are in 

the same plane or 𝑍𝑤 = 0. From equation ( 54 ) to ( 56 ), equation ( 65 ) can be derived. 

 

𝑠 (
𝑢
𝑣
1
) = 𝐾(𝑅 | 𝑡) (

𝑋𝑤
𝑌𝑤
𝑍𝑤
1

) 

( 65 ) 

Where 𝑠 is an arbitrary constant, (
𝑢
𝑣
1
) is the image pixel point, 𝐾 is the camera intrinsic parameter, 

(𝑅 | 𝑡) is the extrinsic parameter which in this case is the transform from camera to laser scanner, 
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(

𝑋𝑤
𝑌𝑤
𝑍𝑤
1

) is the world coordinate point which in this case is the coordinate of the point where the 

laser scanner projected. 

With known (
𝑢
𝑣
1
), 𝐾  and (

𝑋𝑤
𝑌𝑤
𝑍𝑤
1

), but unknown scale factor 𝑠, (𝑅 | 𝑡) can be solved using 

Direct Linear Transform (DLT) method[63]. OpenCV provides a function called cv2.solvePnP() 

which able to solve such problem to obtain the pose of the camera, given image points, object 

points, camera intrinsic parameter and camera distortion parameter as inputs. cv2.solvePnP() uses 

DLT method to obtain (𝑅 | 𝑡) , then it uses Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm to minimize the 

reprojection error as shown in equation ( 61 ) to get an optimized (𝑅 | 𝑡). 

To obtain the object points (

𝑋𝑤
𝑌𝑤
𝑍𝑤
1

), 2D Nav Goal tool from rviz is used. The tool publishes the 

position and orientation of the clicked point in rviz main map window to topic 

/move_base_simple/goal. Hence, the object points can be extracted from the topic. To easily 

distinguish the laser point in real world, a unique feature such as corner of a box is used as the 

object points as shown in Figure 45. 

To obtain image points (
𝑢
𝑣
1
), matplotlib is used. The pixel coordinate of the image can be 

obtained from the image shown in matplotlib plot window by using mouse click event callback 

feature provided by matplotlib. To look for the position of the laser point projected by the laser 

scanner onto the box, a camera with IR filter removed is used to tag the position. Figure 46 shows 
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the laser points projected by the laser scanner onto the box, and Figure 47 shows the pixel point 

selected where the laser point falls onto the corner of the box. 

A camera LIDAR extrinsic calibration tool is created to perform such calibration process to 

obtain the pose of the cameras relative to the laser scanner[64]. Equation ( 66 ) to ( 68 ) show the 

extrinsic calibration results, and Figure 48 shows the reprojection of the laser scanner points onto 

the image after the calibration. 

 

𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑚0
𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 = (

−0.99909087 0.0303948 0.02989288 −0.025845
0.02967971 −0.00744044 0.99953177 0.320383
0.03060298 0.99951028 0.00653156 −0.151331

0 0 0 1

) 

( 66 ) 

 

𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑚1
𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 = (

0.02970302 −0.99949626 0.0111783 −0.031134
0.00389266 0.01129882 0.99992859 0.335143
−0.99955119 −0.02965738 0.0042263 −0.126293

0 0 0 1

) 

( 67 ) 

 

𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑚3
𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 = (

0.00753912 0.99949215 0.03096134 −0.016822
−0.00650834 −0.03091252 0.9995009 0.338533
0.9999504 −0.00773687 0.00627198 −0.14029

0 0 0 1

) 

( 68 ) 

 

Figure 45: Corner of the box projected by the laser scanner. 
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Figure 46: Laser from laser scanner projected onto the box as seen by IR filter removed camera. A blue tac is used to tag the 

location of the projected laser at the corner of the box as indicator. 

 

Figure 47: Image point selected as indicated by the red dot. 
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Figure 48: Projected laser points (green dots) onto the image after calibration. 

3.3.4.3 RGB Projection to 3D Point Cloud 

With the relative pose between cameras and laser scanner, the global coordinate of the cameras 

in the 3D map can be obtained using equation ( 69 ). Hence, with the image captured positions 

obtained in section 5.2, the global coordinate of each of the cameras can be obtained. 

 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑝
𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎 = 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑝

𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ∗ 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∗ (𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎

𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 )−1 ( 69 ) 

With the cameras and point cloud position in global coordinate, the position of the point cloud 

in the image pixel coordinate system can be calculated by using equation ( 54 ) to ( 60 ). OpenCV 

provides a function called cv2.fisheye.projectPoints() which able to perform such task. The RGB 

information of the pixel can then be assigned to the corresponding point cloud. The process is 
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iterated for all the images captured by all the 3 cameras. A python script is created to perform such 

task. Python wrapper version of pcl is used as input/output module for the .pcd point cloud file 

to/from the python script[65]. 

However, there are one problem that cv2.fisheye.projectPoints() does not take into the account, 

the hidden points which is not visible by the camera as illustrated in Figure 49. Hence, when 

assigning RGB information to the point cloud, the hidden point cloud which is not visible by the 

camera is also colorized. Hence, it may lead to inaccuracy in RGB 3D point cloud. To fix this, 

Hidden Point Removal (HPR) algorithm developed by S. Katz et al. is used[66, 67]. The HPR 

algorithm is applied before cv2.fisheye.projectPoints() function to remove the hidden point cloud 

which cannot be seen by the camera. Figure 50 shows the summarized flow chart for the point 

cloud colorization process. 

 

Figure 49: Visible point cloud and hidden point cloud from a camera perspective. 
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Figure 50: Flowchart for 3D point cloud colorization. 
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4 Results and Discussions 

 

4.1 Localization of Scanning System in Elevator Shaft 

4.1.1 Results and Post Analysis 

To evaluate the performance of localization, absolute trajectory error (ATE) and relative 

pose error (RPE) metrics are used[68]. ATE directly measures the difference between points in 

true and estimated trajectory of timestamp. It first associates the nearest timestamp between the 

points of true and estimated trajectory, then calculates the difference between each pair of 

associated points to compute the root mean squared error (rmse) and standard deviation (std) of 

the trajectory error. RPE on the other hand measures the local accuracy of the trajectory over a 

fixed time interval. It computes the error in relative motion between true and estimated trajectory 

of timestamp which can be seen in equation ( 70 ), and then computes the rmse and std of the error. 

ATE is well suited to evaluate the overall performance of the localization system while RPE is 

well suited for measuring the drift of the localization system. The python scripts to compute ATE and 

RPE is readily available online[69]. 

 𝐸𝑖 = (𝑄𝑖
−1𝑄𝑖+∆)

−1(𝑃𝑖
−1𝑃𝑖+∆) ( 70 ) 

Where 𝑄𝑖 is estimated trajectory point at timestamp i, 𝑃𝑖 is true trajectory point at timestamp i,  ∆ 

is time interval. 

  Table 5 shows the baseline configuration for the parameters required for EKF computation. The y, 

z and roll from laser scan planar odometry, x from altitude, pitch and yaw from IMU are fused for correction 

update. Translational and rotational velocity of all axis from visual inertial odometry, translation acceleration 

and roll rate from IMU are fused for prediction update. The process noise covariance matrix is set at the 
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highest of default value from each five different states, 0.06 for translation and orientation, 0.04 for 

translational velocity, 0.02 for angular velocity and 0.015 for acceleration. The initial estimated covariance is 

set at 0.1 in diagonal term of the matrix with the rest is 0. The translational and rotational covariance for the 

laser scanner planar odometry is set at 0.0025. The outliers_maxPerc is set at 0.5 to remove 50 % laser scan 

data to prevent sudden jump in planar position due to minor feature change in lengthwise planar of the hallway, 

such as corner of door frame, etc. 

Configuration for robot_localization 

Sensor input Sensor parameter to fuse Relative Differential 

Visual inertial 

odometry 

𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾 False True 

IMU inertial �̈�, �̈�, �̈�, �̇�, 𝛽, 𝛾 True False 

Laser scanner planar 

odometry 

𝑦, 𝑧, 𝛼 True False 

Altitude 𝑥 True False 
* 𝜶, 𝜷, 𝜸 represent roll, pitch, yaw respectively. 

Process noise 

covariance 

𝑸𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑸𝒓𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑸𝒗𝒆𝒍𝒐𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚 𝑸𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒖𝒍𝒂𝒓 𝒗𝒆𝒍𝒐𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚 𝑸𝒂𝒄𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 

0.06 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.015 

Initial estimated 

covariance diagonal 

term 

0.1 

Configuration for laser_scan_matcher 

Translation sensor noise covariance 0.0025 

Rotational sensor noise covariance 0.0025 

outliers_maxPerc 0.5 

Table 5: Baseline configuration of robot_localization and laser_scan_matcher parameters for EKF estimation. 

  With the baseline configuration, the trajectory, ATE and RPE are as following table and figures. 
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Pose 

Estimation 

method 

rmse std 

ATE (m) 

PIRVS 0.686417 0.347267 

EKF 0.084247 0.046517 

Translation RPE (m) 

PIRVS  0.036108 0.023349 

EKF 0.024732 0.015899 

Rotation RPE (deg) 

PIRVS 0.624369 0.377678 

EKF 0.398503 0.222 
Table 6: ATE and RPE output for baseline configuration. 

 

Figure 51: ATE plot for baseline configuration. 
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Figure 52: RPE plot for baseline configuration. 

 

Figure 53: Absolute trajectory plot for baseline configuration. 
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Figure 54: Absolute translation plot for baseline configuration. 

 

Figure 55: Absolute orientation plot for baseline configuration. 

 From Table 6 and Figure 51 to Figure 55, it can be seen that with pure visual inertial 

odometry PIRVS, the scanning system drift significantly away from the ground truth with 

maximum drift error of about 1 m especially on y and z axis, while it falls short in x axis. PIRVS 

also suffers a major drift in orientation especially in roll axis by about 6°. This resulted in PIRVS 
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has about 8 times higher ATE metric than EKF method. PIRVS is also perform worse than EKF 

in both translation and rotation RPE metrics. Due to the ground truth localization uses global 

positioning against a known map to localize in x-y plane, the odometry for other localization 

method do not compensate for the drift due to global correction, hence there is some drift as can 

be seen in the other trajectories away from ground truth. To compensate for the drift, closed form 

singular value decomposition (SVD) Horn’s method is used to realign the trajectory to the ground 

truth in x-y plane. The SVD Horn’s method computation is provided in the script for ATE 

computation. After realignment, from Table 7 and Figure 56 to Figure 59, one can see that 

translation and orientation for EKF method improves significantly especially in x-y plane and yaw 

orientation. However, for PIRVS, although the ATE improves from before realignment, the 

trajectory is drifted because the starting point is 50 cm and 3.3° off the ground truth’s starting point. 

Besides, PIRVS also drifts in z axis. Hence, one can concludes that PIRVS is drift inherently. This 

is most likely due to lack of features in the tested hallway, hence the lack of feature key points for 

optical flow causes significant drift and inaccuracy in visual inertial odometry. The lighting 

conditions of the hallway can also affect the performance of the visual inertial odometry of PIRVS. 

In general, EKF is still performing significantly better than PIRVS in ATE metric. 

Pose 

Estimation 

method 

rmse std 

ATE (m) 

PIRVS 0.319134 0.14733 

EKF 0.070075 0.03132 
Table 7: ATE output for realigned baseline configuration. 
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Figure 56: ATE plot for realigned baseline configuration. 

 

Figure 57: Absolute trajectory plot for realigned baseline configuration. 
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Figure 58: Absolute translation plot for realigned baseline configuration. 

  

Figure 59: Absolute orientation plot for realigned baseline configuration. 

 To fine tune the model, several parameters are adjusted for comparison with the baseline 

configuration. The parameters are process noise covariance Q, translation and rotation sensor noise 
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covariance for laser_scan_matcher R (y-z plane odometry) and outliers_maxPerc P. All the 

trajectories are first realigned with the ground truth before comparison. 

 Firstly, the baseline trajectory with process noise covariance Q is compared with 

trajectories with process noise covariance matrix multiply by 100, 100Q and process noise 

covariance matrix multiply by 0.01, 0.01Q. The following table and figures show ATE and RPE 

of the trajectory with different Q. 

Pose 

Estimation 

method 

rmse std 

ATE (m) 

EKF, Q 0.070075 0.03132 

EKF, 0.01Q 0.054529 0.018519 

EKF, 100Q 0.073761 0.033101 

Translation RPE (m) 

EKF, Q 0.024732 0.015899 

EKF, 0.01Q 0.034516 0.023243 

EKF, 100Q 0.025964 0.017726 

Rotation RPE (deg) 

EKF, Q 0.398503 0.222 

EKF, 0.01Q 0.530285 0.307653 

EKF, 100Q 0.391447 0.221303 
Table 8: ATE and RPE output for trajectories from EKF with Q, 100Q and 0.01Q. 
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Figure 60: ATE plot for trajectories from EKF with Q, 0.01Q and 100Q. 

 

Figure 61: RPE plot for trajectories from EKF with Q, 0.01Q and 100Q. 
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Figure 62: Absolute trajectory plot for trajectories from EKF with Q, 0.01Q and 100Q. 

 

Figure 63: Absolute translation plot for trajectories from EKF with Q, 0.01Q and 100Q. 
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Figure 64: Absolute orientation plot for trajectories from EKF with Q, 0.01Q and 100Q. 

 From Table 8 and Figure 60 to Figure 64, one can see that at 0.01Q, the ATE metric shows 

that it performs better than baseline Q and 100Q. However, there is significant offset in the starting 

point, hence the ATE metric of 0.01Q may not conclude its performance. Besides, the trajectory 

of 0.01Q is more sensitive to spikes which resulted in worse translation and rotation RPE metrics 

than Q and 100Q. The trajectory of 100Q performs slightly better in rotation RPE metric than Q, 

but slightly worse in ATE and translation RPE metric. However, the difference in all the metrics 

between Q and 100Q are negligible. Hence one can say that both Q and 100Q perform about the 

same. Nonetheless, the trajectory of 100Q exhibits more noise than Q. Hence, one can conclude 

that setting process noise covariance at Q yields a better performance. 

 Furthermore, trajectories with different sensor noise R in translation and orientation for y-

z plane positioning from laser_scan_matcher are compared. The comparison is made between 

trajectory with baseline R, trajectory with baseline R multiply by 100, 100R and trajectory with 

baseline R multiply by 0.01, 0.01R, and the results are shown as follows. 
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Pose 

Estimation 

method 

rmse std 

ATE (m) 

EKF, R 0.070075 0.03132 

EKF, 0.01R 0.070526 0.031132 

EKF, 100R 0.072247 0.03041 

Translation RPE (m) 

EKF, R 0.024732 0.015899 

EKF, 0.01R 0.024104 0.016566 

EKF, 100R 0.030497 0.019573 

Rotation RPE (deg) 

EKF, R 0.398503 0.222 

EKF, 0.01R 0.396977 0.218083 

EKF, 100R 0.429849 0.245547 
Table 9: ATE and RPE output for trajectories from EKF with R, 100R and 0.01R. 

 

Figure 65: ATE plot for trajectories from EKF with R, 100R and 0.01R. 
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Figure 66: RPE plot for trajectories from EKF with R, 100R and 0.01R. 

 

Figure 67: Absolute trajectory plot for trajectories from EKF with R, 100R and 0.01R. 
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Figure 68: Absolute translation plot for trajectories from EKF with R, 100R and 0.01R. 

 

Figure 69: Absolute orientation plot for trajectories from EKF with R, 100R and 0.01R. 

 From Table 9 and Figure 65 to Figure 69, the trajectory at 0.01R performs slightly better 

in translation RPE metric than baseline R, but slightly worse in ATE and rotation RPE metrics. 

However, the differences in all the metrics between R and 0.01R are negligible. Hence it can be 
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said that R and 0.01R perform about the same. At 100R, all the metrics perform worse than R. 

There is also significant offset from ground truth starting point. Increasing R implies that the 

system model to trust more on other sensors such as PIRVS, hence the model is more sensitive to 

PIRVS velocity which drifts significantly, causing degrades in overall performance. Decreasing R 

implies that the system model to trust more on laser_scan_matcher, hence it is less sensitive to 

other sensors. If there are significant feature changes in y-z plane, it may cause the trajectory to be 

unstable. At a nutshell, it is suggested to increase R if other sensors can provide accurate and less 

drift data, decrease R if the feature changes in y-z plane is insignificant. 

 Lastly, the trajectories with different outliers_maxPerc parameter, P in 

laser_scan_matcher is also compared. The comparison is made between baseline P of 0.5, P of 0.9 

and P of 0.1 and the results are as follows. 

Pose 

Estimation 

method 

rmse std 

ATE (m) 

EKF, P = 0.5 0.070075 0.03132 

EKF, P = 0.1 0.07053 0.031134 

EKF, P = 0.9 0.079488 0.024367 

Translation RPE (m) 

EKF, P = 0.5 0.024732 0.015899 

EKF, P = 0.1 0.024856 0.015678 

EKF, P = 0.9 0.034423 0.024192 

Rotation RPE (deg) 

EKF, P = 0.5 0.398503 0.222 

EKF, P = 0.1 0.37201 0.207601 

EKF, P = 0.9 0.556367 0.404416 
Table 10: ATE and RPE output for trajectories from EKF with P = 0.5, P = 0.1 and P = 0.9. 
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Figure 70: ATE plot for trajectories from EKF with P = 0.5, P = 0.1 and P = 0.9. 

 

Figure 71: RPE plot for trajectories from EKF with P = 0.5, P = 0.1 and P = 0.9. 
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Figure 72: Absolute trajectory plot for trajectories from EKF with P = 0.5, P = 0.1 and P = 0.9. 

 

Figure 73: Absolute translation plot for trajectories from EKF with P = 0.5, P = 0.1 and P = 0.9. 
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Figure 74: Absolute orientation plot for trajectories from EKF with P = 0.5, P = 0.1 and P = 0.9. 

 From Table 10 and Figure 70 to Figure 74, at higher P value of 0.9, the laser_scan_matcher 

considers the best 90% of the laser scan data for pose estimation in laser scan plane or y-z plane. 

Hence, it is much more sensitive to dynamic changes in feature in y-z plane. This can be seen 

between the time frame 10 s to 20 s where the laser scanner pass by a door frame which is indented 

into the parallel side wall. This causes sudden jump in y and roll axes, hence it has significant 

higher ATE and RPE than baseline P value of 0.5. At lower P value of 0.1, laser_scan_matcher 

only considers the best 10% of the laser scan data for pose estimation in y-z plane. This may cause 

the pose estimation in y-z plane to under report when there is slight lateral motion. However, in 

this case, P = 0.5 and P = 0.1 performs almost the same as shown by ATE and both RPE metrics. 

Hence, P = 0.5 is a good compromise between sensitivity to feature change in y-z plane and lateral 

movement in this case. 
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4.1.2 Conclusion 

In this task, the methodology for pose estimation and localization of the scanning system for 

elevator inspection has been discussed and experiment is done on a 8 m long horizontal hallway 

to simulate vertical elevator shaft. ROS compatible IMU, altitude LED range finder, 2D 

omnidirectional laser scanner, and visual inertial odometry sensor are used for pose estimation. A 

mounting frame made from aluminum extrusion frames and acrylic sheet is fabricated and 

assembled to mount all the sensors and necessary electrical and electronic devices. Multiple sensor 

fusion method, EKF is used to fuse all the sensors together for pose estimation. From the 

experiment, it is found that EKF performs better and obtains more accurate pose estimation than 

single odometry sensor such as the visual inertial odometry sensor. Several parameters such as 

process noise covariance Q, sensor noise covariance for y-z plane pose estimation R and 

outliers_maxPerc P in laser_scan_matcher are also tuned to investigate their effect on pose 

estimation. It is found out that the model with baseline parameter values performs the best in this 

case. 

4.2 3D Map Generation 

4.2.1 Result and Post Analysis 

In this section, CloudCompare is used for 3D map visualization and post analysis. 

CloudCompare is an open source software for 3D point cloud post processing. It provides basic 

tools for editing and rendering point clouds. It also provides various advanced processing 

algorithm such as ICP registration, cloud to cloud distance, etc. 

 Figure 75 shows the generated 3D point clouds. One can see that there are floating point 

clouds outliers due to sunlight shining on the laser scanner. The outliers are manually removed via 
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Segment tool in CloudCompare. The final cleaned 3D point clouds compare with real world image 

are as shown in Figure 76. From the cleaned 3D point clouds map, we can see that there is 

shadowing effect in certain places especially in sharp corner like the corner of the brown door 

frame on the right. This is due to the laser scanning plane is parallel to the corner, hence the surface 

at such places is not registered into the point clouds. This issue can be minimized or eliminated as 

a future work improvement by adding an expensive 3D laser scanner or by adding 2 low cost 2D 

laser scanners crisscross slanted at an angle to scan the environment as illustrated in Figure 77. 

Adding additional laser scanners can also increase the point clouds density to create a more robust 

3D model representation. 

 

Figure 75: Raw 3D point clouds map of the hallway. 
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Figure 76: Cleaned 3D point clouds map of the hallway compare with the real world image. 
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Figure 77: (a) Scanning system with one laser scanner unable to scan corner resulted in shadowing effect in final point clouds; 

(b) Crisscross slanted multiple laser scanners can scan corner to minimize or eliminate shadowing effect. 

 To evaluate the accuracy of the 3D point clouds map, several chosen features in the 3D 

map are measured using Point Picking tool in CloudCompare and compared against the 

measurement in real world. Figure 78 and Table 11 shows the chosen features to be compared and 

the result of the measurement. The overall average absolute error of the chosen features is 0.00545 

m with standard deviation of 0.0254 m. One can see that the largest error occurs in the width of 

the hallway with absolute error of 0.07 m and relative error of 3.98 %. This may be due to 

alignment measuring error when measuring the distance in both point clouds and real world due 

to lack of reference feature points for measurement such as corner to corner of window, etc. 
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Figure 78: Feature to be measured for comparison between 3D point clouds map and real world to evaluate point clouds 

accuracy. 
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Feature Description Point Clouds 

measurement 

(m) 

Real 

measurement 

(m) 

Absolute 

Error (m) 

Relative 

Error 

(%) 

a Back hallway 

width 
1.8 1.775 0.025 1.408451 

b Back window 

width 
2.66 2.65 0.01 0.377358 

c Front window 

width 
2.6 2.6 0 0 

d Front hallway 

width 
1.83 1.76 0.07 3.977273 

e Indented wall 

width 
2.61 2.62 -0.01 -0.38168 

f Indented wall 

height 
2.18 2.185 -0.005 -0.22883 

g Door height 2.1 2.13 -0.03 -1.40845 

h Door width 1.59 1.57 0.02 1.273885 

i Door window 

height 
0.3 0.3 0 0 

j Door window 

width 
0.15 0.15 0 0 

k Wall width 

between windows 
1.58 1.6 -0.02 -1.25 

Average 0.005454545 

Standard Deviation 0.025446427 
Table 11: Comparison of chosen features between point clouds measurement and real measurement. 

 Another way to evaluate the accuracy of the 3D point clouds map is to measure the flatness 

of the floor and the wall. It is assumed that the floor and the wall is perfectly flat for this analysis. 

To measure the flatness of the floor and wall, first the point clouds of the two surfaces are 

segmented out from other non-interested surfaces using Segment tool. After that, Fit function is 

used to create the nearest fit flat plane as reference to the point clouds of the two surfaces 

respectively. Cloud/Mesh Dist tool is used to calculate the distance between the point clouds of 

the surface to the best fitted flat plane. Figure 79 to Figure 82 shows the colourmap of the flatness 

and the flatness error distribution graph of the two surfaces. From the calculation, the flatness error 

of the floor has a mean of 0 m, standard deviation of 0.004804 m and maximum absolute error of 

0.024484 m, while the flatness error of the wall has a mean of 0 m, standard deviation of 0.006744 
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m and maximum absolute error of 0.028167 m. One can see that there is sudden significant up and 

down slopes near the middle of the point clouds of the floor. This is due to the sudden up and down 

in the z-axis pose estimation. Besides, the spread of the flatness error is wider in the point clouds 

of the wall. This is due to the pose estimation in y-axis is more unstable than z-axis. As conclusion, 

the quality and accuracy of the 3D point clouds map heavily depends on the pose estimation of the 

scanning system. 

 

Figure 79: Colormap of the flatness of the point clouds of the floor. The color bar on the right shows the color corresponding the 

flatness error. 
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Figure 80: Colormap of the flatness of the point clouds of the wall. The color bar on the right shows the color corresponding the 

flatness error. 

 

Figure 81: Floor flatness error distribution graph, the black curve represents normal distribution curve. 
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Figure 82: Wall flatness error distribution graph, the black curve represents normal distribution curve. 

4.2.2 Conclusion 

In this task, the methodology for 3D point clouds map generation has been discussed and 

mapping is done on the same long hallway as previous task to simulate vertical elevator shaft. The 

trajectory from EKF pose estimation with baseline configuration is used as the position of the 

scanning system for 3D mapping. The trajectory is first passed through Butterworth low pass zero 

phase filter for smoothening. After that, the 3D point clouds map is built up using the laser scan 

data from laser scanner corresponding to the position of the scanning system. The 3D point clouds 

map is compared with the several features dimension in real world and the flatness of the floor and 

wall are measured to evaluate the accuracy of the point clouds. It is found out that the 3D map has 

an average error of 0.00545 m with 0.02544 m standard deviation and maximum absolute error of 

0.07 m in real world dimension comparison. In flatness evaluation, the 3D point clouds map of the 

floor achieves mean error of 0 m with standard deviation of 0.004804 m and maximum absolute 

error of 0.024484 m, while the wall achieves mean error of 0 m with standard deviation of 

0.006744 m and maximum absolute error of 0.028167 m. 
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4.3 Image Capture and Color Point Cloud Generation 

4.3.1 Panoramic 2D Image Capture 

4.3.1.1 Result and Visualization 

Figure 83 shows two sets of subsequent images of the hallway captured by the scanning 

system. The entire panoramic images of the hallway can be found in Appendix H. One can see that 

the 3 camera placements on the scanning system are able to fully capture the hallway horizontally 

as shown by the overlap region in the same sequence set of images. By capturing images at every 

1 m distance travelled sequentially, the scanning system is able to fully capture the hallway 

vertically as shown by the overlap region in the subsequent set of images. As such, by using the 

scanning system with 4 cameras on every sides to scan the elevator shaft, the images captured by 

the scanning system can fully cover travelled height wise and 360° sidewise of the elevator shaft. 

Hence, the inspector can inspect every corner of the elevator shaft by using the images captured 

by the scanning system. 

 

Figure 83: Overlap regions between two sets of subsequent hallway images captured by the scanning system. 
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To better visualize where the position of the set of images is captured, rviz is used. First, the 

generated .pcd point cloud file of the hallway is converted to ROS PointCloud2 message using 

pcd_to_pointcloud node in pcl_ros library. This allows the generated hallway point cloud to be 

visualized from rviz. Next, a new node is created to insert interactive markers on the 3D point 

cloud map to show the position of the images is captured, and by clicking the marker, the set of 

images taken at that position will be shown. This can be done using interactive_markers library 

built into the ROS. The position of the image captured spots are obtained by correlating the 

timestamp where the images are captured by the scanning system with the EKF filtered trajectory. 

Figure 84 and Figure 85 show the 3D point cloud of the hallway in rviz together with the interactive 

markers where the images are captured, and the images captured on a new window when an 

interactive marker is clicked respectively. The images are plotted and shown using matplotlib 

python library, where it allows user to use the zoom and pan tool. 

 

Figure 84: 3D point cloud of the hall way shown in rviz. The semitransparent, clickable round interactive markers show the 

position where images are captured. 
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Figure 85: Images captured shown in a new window when the interactive marker at that position is clicked. The title of the 

window shows the 3D coordinate of the position where the images are captured in the 3D point cloud map. 

 With this set of tools and system, the inspector can do the scanning of the elevator shaft by 

using a crane pulley system to deliver the scanning system to scan through the elevator shaft to 

obtain 2D color and 3D geometry information. This method can reduce the down time of the 

elevator significantly compare to traditional inspection method. Besides, this method does not 

require the inspector to work inside the elevator shaft, hence the workplace hazards is reduced or 

eliminated. After the scanning is performed, the raw data is post processed to generate the 3D point 

cloud and 2D images as described previously. The inspector then can inspect the verticality, 

geometry and condition of the elevator shaft offsite. This method improves the yield and efficiency 

of the inspection compare to traditional method. Besides, the generated data can be kept as 

inspection record. Furthermore, with images of the defect in the elevator shaft, these image datasets 

can be used to train AI engine such that it can be used to inspect the elevator shaft quickly and 
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automatically to further improve the efficiency. As such, the lack of manpower problem in this 

area is solved by replacing them with the AI engine. 

4.3.2 2D RGB Images and 3D Point Cloud Fusion 

4.3.2.1 Result and Discussion 

Similar method described in section 5.2 is used to visualize the RGB 3D point cloud. Figure 

86 to Figure 91 shows the RGB 3D point cloud generated after colorization. The RGB data from 

images in general accurately projects into the 3D point cloud. However, the result exhibits several 

artifacts.  

Firstly, there are wavy patterns can be seen on the RGB 3D point cloud as indicated in Figure 

90. This is due to the reduction of image brightness towards the corner of the image. This effect is 

called vignetting and it is common in all optical camera lenses. Vignetting effect can be reduced 

via image post processing vignetting correction. Without vignetting correction, the overlap 

between the darker corner of the image and the brighter central of the image creates the wavy 

pattern as shown.  

Secondly, there is misalignment in RGB information in the RGB 3D point cloud as indicated 

in Figure 90 and Figure 91. There are several reasons that might causes this. One of the reasons is 

bad camera calibration parameter. Bad camera calibration parameter causes the world point to be 

inaccurately mapped to the image pixel point. This affects the extrinsic calibration parameter 

between laser scanner and camera which eventually causes misalignment between RGB 

information and 3D point cloud. Besides, a bad quality lens also affects the quality of the camera 

calibration parameter as the calibration in OpenCV assumes the distortion in lens to be radially 

homogeneous and it does not take tangential distortion into account. Hence, the RGB information 
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misalignment issue can be improved by using lens with better quality and by performing a better 

camera calibration procedure such as cover as much field of view of the camera as possible when 

capturing the checkerboard pattern. Furthermore, due to the accuracy of the 3D point cloud is 

purely based on the accuracy of the trajectory of the scanning system, the 3D point cloud might 

not accurately represent the geometry in the real world as compare to the images captured by the 

camera. Hence, the RGB information is inaccurately mapped to the 3D point cloud. To improve 

the accuracy of the 3D point cloud, a 3D laser scanner or multiple 2D laser scanner is needed to 

perform scanning. The point cloud generated by 3D laser scanner or multiple 2D laser scanner 

overlaps in each successive scan. Thus, Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm can be used to 

update the 3D point cloud map and also the odometry of the scanning system. With ICP algorithm, 

the accuracy of the 3D point cloud as well as the trajectory of the scanning system can be 

significantly improved, which eventually reduced the RGB misalignment issue. 

 

Figure 86: RGB 3D point cloud of the hallway as seen on rviz. 
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Figure 87: RGB 3D point cloud of the hallway as seen on rviz in different perspective 1. 

 

Figure 88: RGB 3D point cloud of the hallway as seen on rviz in different perspective 2. 
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Figure 89: RGB 3D point cloud of the hallway as seen on rviz in different perspective 3.  

 

Figure 90: RGB 3D point cloud of the hallway as seen on rviz in different perspective 4. 
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Figure 91: RGB 3D point cloud of the hallway as seen on rviz in different perspective 5. 

4.3.3 Conclusion 

In this task, the methodology for panoramic image capture and RGB 3D point cloud 

generation has been discussed and the testing is done on the same hallway which simulated the 

elevator shaft. Three fisheye lens cameras at 90° apart are used to capture the panorama image. 

The scanning system triggers the cameras to capture image at every 1 m distance moved interval. 

As a result, the panorama images cover every part of the hallway that is visible by the cameras, 

which makes it suitable for visual inspection if used in elevator shaft. Camera intrinsic and 

extrinsic calibration is performed as a necessary step for RGB projection from image to 3D point 

cloud. The RGB projection to point cloud is generally accurate, however there are several artifacts 

such as wavy pattern and RGB misalignment. There are several approaches that can reduce these 

artifacts such as vignetting correction, use high quality lens for the camera, perform better 

calibration process and ICP mapping and localization. 
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5  Conclusion and Future Works 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis is to design and develop an inspection method that can improve the 

yield and efficiency of elevator shaft and verticality inspection over the traditional manual 

inspection which accompanies many sorts of problems such as safety hazard, lack of skilled 

manpower, time consuming, etc. The proposed method described in this thesis is to use a scanning 

system that consists of laser scanner and cameras which can be delivered along the elevator shaft 

via pulley system, to scan the elevator shaft to obtain the 3D point cloud and 2D visual images. 

The 3D point cloud can be used to measure the verticality of elevator shaft, while the 2D images 

can be used to perform visual inspection to look for anomality offsite. A prototype is built and 

tested in a long hallway to simulate vertical elevator shaft. 

There are 4 tasks that are carried out to accomplish the final output, localization of the scanning 

system, 3D map scanning and generation, 2D panoramic image capture and 3D point cloud – 2D 

RGB image stitching. ROS is used to perform all the tasks on the scanning system. During the 

scanning, all the sensors data are recorded into ROS .bag file which then is used for post processing 

to perform all the tasks mentioned. 

1. Localization of the scanning system 

EKF is used to fuse several sensors in the scanning system to obtain a more accurate 

pose estimation. In ROS, robot_localization library is used to perform EKF computation.  

The sensors used in the scanning system are inertial measurement unit for inertia 

measurement, stereo camera for visual inertial odometry, laser scanner for laser scanner 
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planar odometry and laser range finder for altitude measurement. Baseline values as 

shown in Table 5 are used for EKF configuration. Experiment is done with various 

combination of configuration Q, R and P, and it is found out that the baseline 

configuration yields the best result, where ATE = 0.070075 m with standard deviation 

of 0.03132 m, translation RPE = 0.024732 m with standard deviation of 0.015899 m 

and rotation RPE = 0.398503° with standard deviation of 0.222°. 

2. 3D map scanning and generation 

The timestamped EKF filtered trajectory from localization task and timestamped laser 

scan data are used to generate 3D map. The trajectory is first passed through a first order 

Butterworth low pass filter to smoothen the trajectory. The laser scan data is then 

assembled into 3D point cloud based on the smoothen EKF filtered trajectory. This is 

done using ROS laser_scan_assembler library which takes in laser scan data and 

odometry or position data to generate 3D point cloud. The 3D map generated can be 

seen in Figure 76. There are 2 methods used to evaluate the accuracy of the 3D map, 

feature dimension comparison such as size of door, etc., and flatness measurement of 

the floor and wall. In feature dimension comparison, it is found out that the average 

absolute error achieved is 0.005454545 m with standard deviation of 0.025446427 m. 

In flatness measurement, the maximum absolute error achieved is 0.006744 m with 

standard deviation of 0.028167 m. 

3. 2D panoramic image capture 

USB cameras are installed on each plane of the scanning system for 2D panoramic 

image capture. However, in this thesis, only 3 cameras are used as one of the planes is 

attached to mobile robot for testing. The flowchart of image capturing procedure can be 
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seen in Figure 41. As a result, the scanning system can fully capture every corner of the 

simulated environment as seen in Figure 83 where all the image captured by each 

camera overlaps on one to another. For full image dataset, one can refer to Appendix H. 

4. 3D point cloud – 2D RGB image stitching 

2D RGB information captured by the cameras are projected into the generated 3D point 

cloud to obtain 3D color point cloud for better representation. To do this, camera 

intrinsic and camera laser scanner extrinsic calibration are carried out first to obtain 

intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. The parameters are needed for projecting RGB 

information from camera image to point cloud. The flowchart for the point cloud 

colorization can be seen in Figure 50. All the process is done using Python OpenCV 

library. The result of the final colorization process can be seen from Figure 86 to Figure 

91. From the results obtained, the RGB projection to point cloud is generally accurate, 

but there are some artifacts generated such as wavy pattern and RGB misalignment due 

to some limitations of current prototype.  

With these tasks, RGB 3D point cloud and 2D panoramic images of the surrounding are 

produced. In a real operation, with the generated output by the scanning system, the yield and 

efficiency of the inspection process can be improved, because the inspector does not have to 

manually inspect onsite which compromises their safety as well as time consuming. AI based 

image processing algorithm can also be applied to the output to speed up the process and improve 

the accuracy. Furthermore, the output can be kept as inspection record for a routine inspection. 

5.2 Future Works for Improvements 

 Although the proposed concept is technically feasible, there are improvements that can be done 

in future research to improve the current output. In the current setup, the accuracy of the 3D map 
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generation is purely based on accuracy of EKF pose estimation, which may degrade the quality of 

the 3D point cloud if it’s unstable. In the experiment performed in this thesis, the maximum 

absolute error obtained in flatness of the 3D point cloud is 0.028167 m, which may cause false 

report in verticality inspection especially in high rise building. This can be improved by using 3D 

ICP algorithm to update and correct the 3D map as well as to improve the localization based on 

the global features. However, the current concept setup uses only one 2D laser scanner, which is 

impossible to apply 3D ICP algorithm. Thus, a 3D laser scanner or multiple 2D laser scanner must 

be used such that there is overlap in each successive scan for the 3D ICP algorithm to work. 

Furthermore, there are artifacts such as wavy pattern and RGB misalignment can be found on the 

current RGB point cloud output. The wavy pattern can be solved by applying vignetting correction 

post processing. As for the RGB misalignment, there are several possible sources that causes this 

issue. First is the inaccuracy in the system’s trajectory and 3D point cloud map. This can be solved 

by using ICP algorithm as described previously. Second source is the bad camera intrinsic and 

extrinsic calibration parameters. This can be improved by using a higher quality camera lens and 

a better, well planned calibration procedure. Other than these improvements, currently the output 

data is visualized from rviz, which does not have the best graphical user interface (GUI). In the 

future, it is recommended to create a software that has improved GUI over rviz for the user to 

visualize and interact with the output data such as web app.  
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Appendix A 
 

Specification of PIRVS stereo camera. 
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Appendix B 
 

Specification of MTi-7-DK IMU. 
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Appendix C 
 

Specification of RPLIDAR A2M8 laser scanner. 
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Appendix D 
 

Specification of TeraRanger EVO 60 m range sensor. 
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Appendix E 
 

Specification of Intel NUC7i7BNH barebone kit. 
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Appendix F 
 

Specification of Arducam MT9N001 and LS-81600 fisheye lens. 
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Appendix G 
 

G.1 Drawing and dimensions of aluminum mounting frame. 
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G.2 Drawing and dimension of acrylic plate to mount PIRVS stereo camera. 
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G.3 Drawing and dimension of acrylic plate to mount MTi-7-DK IMU sensor. 
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G.4 Drawing and dimension of acrylic plate to mount RPLIDAR A2M8 laser scanner and 

TeraRanger EVO 60 m range finder. 
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G.5 Drawing and dimension of acrylic plate to mount Intel NUC7i7BNH PC and the rest of the 

components. 
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G.6 Drawing of 3D printed mount for PIRVS stereo camera. 
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G.7 Drawing of 3D printed mount for RPLIDAR A2M8 laser scanner. 
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G.8 Drawing of 3D printed enclosure mount for MTi-7-DK IMU sensor. 
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G.9 Drawing and dimension of acrylic plate to mount Arducam MT9N001 USB cameras. 
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Appendix H 
 

Panoramic images of the entire hallway. 
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